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LOBSTER SMACK CUT IN TWO

Malicious Mischief

Have Capacity Of 40,000 Pounds

Richard Morse and Wendell Hen
derson both of Thomaston, were
found guilty of malicious mischief
Monday by Recorder Alfred Strout.
The pair offered to make resti
tution of $15 damages to a door
of the Singer Block in Thomaston
which they were found guilty of
i damaging.
The court levied fines of $10
each, plus costs of court of $6. The
; fines were suspended upon pay
ment of costs. Both men were
I placed on probation for a six month
period.
i Charges were brought through
i the Sheriff’s Department.
_____________________________ _
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THE BLACK CAT
By The Baring Beperter

The Political Activities Show
Thomaston Men Make Resti
Son Of Well Known Union
That Town Meeting Is
tution and Placed On
Couple Has Received An
Knox
County
To
Send
19
Inductees
and
One
When
A.
C.
McLoon
Is
Put
Together
Again
Will
Close At Hand
Probation
Appointment
Philip M. Creighton son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Creighton of Union
has Just accepted a civil service ap
pointment with the U. S. Depart
ment of Commerce as commercial
agent in foreign trade.
Mr. Creighton has been a food
broker and manufacturers’ agent
in Portland, Oregon, for the past
four years and at the same tune a
member of the faculty of Multonomak College of that city.
In this capacity Mr. Creighton
will be responsible for promotional
work on exports and imports, in
the Portland and adjacent trading
areas.

The lobster smack A. C. McLoon
is a ship divided this morning as
she sets on the company railways at
the foot of Winter street. The
65-footer has been neatly sliced in
two amidships and the bow moved
11% feet ahead to eventually give
her an overall length of 76'j feet.
The changeover in construction
is being done by Lash Brothers of
Friendship who were the builders
of the craft which was launched
shortly after the end of World
War 2.

MERCHANTS AIR OPINIONS

All the additional length being
added will be used for hold space
which will give the lobster carrier,
captained by Sid Sprague of Rock
land. a capacity of 40.000 pounds of
crustaceans.
Her owners found that extra
hold capacity was needed on the
long runs from the Provinces to
Rockand with lobsters. The Smack
was hauled out recently and work
started which led to her being cut
in two the last of the week ready
for the shipyard crews to close in
the gap with new frames and timbers to stretch her into the larg
est smack on the coast.

Volunteer March 26
started.
To be inducted through Selec
tive Service are:
George Albert Dennison, 21.
Spruce Head.
Billy Frans Waters 21, South
Thomaston.
Floyd Osmond Pease. 21, Hope.
Clayton Owen Wadsworth. 21,
Union.
Frank Edward Ross. Jr., 21. Owl’s
Head.
Gerald Ferdinerd Kennedy, 21,
Union.
Richard Edward Hutchinson, 21.
8 Otis street. Rockland.
Anthony Guistin, 21. 6 Tmnity
street, Rockland.
Richard Arnold Meservey, 21.
1 South Hope.
Robert Hugh Leonard, 21, Union.
Wendell Earl Butler, 21. Union.
Ernest Leroy Perry, 21, RED
1, Warren.
Harold George Warren. 21, Vi
Mrs. Carl F. Mosher 12 James nalhaven.
street.
John Hollis Jackson, 21, 24
Richard Robarts, son of Mrs. A. Spruce street. Rockland.
M Johnson of 16 Otis street.
Milton Leroy Peabody, 21, WashCora Rowling, daughter of Mrs. j jngton.
Leslie Rowling, 780 Main street. ! David Alonzo Richardson, 21,
Jacqueline Snow, daughter ol Hope.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Snow of 24 Ful- J Theodore Richard Overlock, 21,
ton street.
R.F.D., 1, Thomaston.
Bernard Staples, son of Mr. and
John Clifford White, 21, VinalMrs. Clark Staples of 236 Camden haven.
street.
John Francis Morin, 21, 1 Spring
Donald Stein, son of John A street, Camden. ,
Stein of 7 Pleasant street.
The men will report at the Rock
Paul Sulides, son of "Mr. and Mrs. land headquarters of Selective
Phillip Sulides of 16 Ocean street. Service on the afternoon of March
Russell Tyler, son of Mr. and 26 and will leave for Portland on
Mrs. Alden Tyler of 92 Camden the 5.10 p. m. train. Actual in
street .
duction into the service will take
place at Fort Williams March 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nelson ol
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
ESCAPED LNJURY
Watts of Tenants Harbor attended
Ervin Chase, Jr., of 172 South
the 58th annual hardware conven Main street escaped uninjured
tion, Hotel Satler, Boston,
Monday afternoon when his mo
torcycle skidded near the High
School and crashed into a parked
car. Police attributed the skid to
gravel on the tar-surfaced high
. ... . .
way.
Approimately $50 damage
was done to the car of William B.
I Gould of Union and $5 to the
motorcycle.

Knox County Selective Service
Board will ship its largest contin
gent of men in the present conflict
March 26. Mrs. Vivian Fisher,
clerk of the board, released Tues
day morning, the names of 19 in
ductees and one volunteer, who
have received notices of induction
from the board.
Heading the list is Frank War
ren Knowlton, 19, of John street in
Camden, who becomes the first
volunteer to be processed by the
board since the Korean War

CLASS PARTS ANNOUNCED

A Noted Pianist

How Camden and Rockport Voted On Holiday Jorge Bolet Appears Here Richard Robarts Is Valedictorian and Cora
Tonight In Community
Closing and Other Matters
Rowling Is Salutatorian
Concert Series

Members ot the Merchant’s Com
mittee of the Camden-Rockport
Chamber of Commerce have tabu
lated the results of the 1951 poll
of merchants. The results of the
voting on holiday closings and
other matters and the recommen- j
dations of the committee, based on
this poll, are announced this week
as follows;

A total of 41 ballots were cast,
or 63 percent of the total number
of ballots mailed to 65 stores and
places of business in Camden and
Rockport which are directly affect
ed by the store closings.
Holiday Closings

The committee felt there is no
question as to the stores closing on
Memorial Day, Wednesday, May 30;
Independence Day, Wednesday,
July 4; Labor Day, Monday, Sept.
3; Thanksgiving Day, Thursday,

Completing Roster
Chairman Blodgett Names
Town Chairmen For Knox
County Drive
Red Cross Chapter Chairman
Harold P. Blodgett announced to
day names of town chairmen vir
tually completing the roster for the
1951 fund drive campaign that
starts on March 1. A chairman for
North Haven was expected to be
named before the end of this week.
The town fund drive chairmen are
as follows;
Appleton, Mrs. Evelyn Pitman;
Camden, Burton A. Stevenson;
Thomaston, Mrs. Edna Keyes;
Cushing. Mrs. James Davis; Friend
ship, Mrs. Charles Stenger; Hope,
Mrs. Bernice Robbins; South Hope.
Mrs. Leonard Ouyette; Isle au Haut,
Mrs. Mary Barter: Rockport, Mrs.
Beatrice Richards; 8t. George, Mrs.
Nina Leach; Union, Grevis Payson;
Vinalhaven, Mrs. Fred Greenlaw;
Warren, Mrs. Carl Waisanen: Wash
ington. Mrs. Harriet Jones; Matinicus-Criehaven, Mrs. Hilda Ames;
Owl's Head, Mrs. Charles Wotton:
South Thomaston, Mrs. Caroline
Davis; and Spruce Head, Miss
Thelma Simmons and Miss Adona
Burch.
These town chairmen arc gath
ering together workers and making
plans for speedy and complete soli
citations in their neighborhoods.
Some small neighborhoods may
copy a plan of a small club made
up of younger wives in Glen Cove.
That group plans to donate the
earlier part of one of its March
meeting nights to canvassing com
pletely that community, then hav
ing refreshments at the home of the
particular hostess for the evening.

Lively interest is being shown in
Nov. 22; Christmas Day, Tuesday,
Richard (Chuck) Robarts, Rock
the
appearance of Jorge Boiet,
Dec. 25.
land High star athlete, was named
On the following holidays, they ’ pianist, as featured artist in the
I this morning as valedictorian of
asked for an expression of opinion second Community Concert which
regarding closing by the merchants take. place
at „ 15 o.cIock the Class of 1951 by Principal A.
Hamilton Boothby. Second ranking
with these results:
.
...
,
.
... . . . , „ ...
_u .
in the auditorium of the Univer- student in the class and salutato
Washington’s Birthday, Thurssalist Church.
rian is Miss Cora Rowling.
day, Feb. 22, Yes, 34; No 4.
In the listing of the 10 highest
Hailed as one of the outstanding
Patriot’s Day, Thursday April
i pianists of the present day, Mr. ranking students in the class, the
19, Yes, 32; No, 7.
Armistice Day, Sunday, Nov. 11, Bolet has won acclaim in major boys predominate for the first time
observe Monday, Nov. 12, Yes, 39; ! European cities as well as in in memory, six of those named
Cuba, Central America and other being boys.
No, 1.
The following list of high honor
New Year’s Day, Tuesday, Jan. 1, countries south of us„ with probYes, 39; No. 1.
ably his greatest successes attained students was announced at assem
Based on this vote, holiday store j in the United States where he bly this morning by Boothby in al
closings on all holidays listed has been heard not only in recital phabetical order with the an
above are recommended by the but with many of the country's nouncement of the highest honors
following.
major orchestras.
committee.
Betty Griffith, daughter of Mr.
One of his spectacular successes
Half-Day Closings
and
Mrs. Carl C. Griffith of 58
has
been
as
soloist
with
the
Na

Results of the votes on other
tional Symphony Orchestra at the Brewster street.
questions were:
Carol Huntley, daughter of Mrs.
Question 2. Arc you in favor of ' Watergate in Washington, D C.,
closing Mondays at 12.30 p. m.? where since his first appearance Ruth Huntley of 732 Main street.
Edward Mosher, son of Mr. and
in 1949 he has been continuously
Yes, 3; No. 31.
Question 3. Are you in favor of re-engaged. When he played with
closing Wednesdays at 1230 p. m.? this orchestra on Feb. 11 of this
year. It was his sixth performance
Yes, 14; No. 22.
The committee therefore makes with this organisation, and the
no recommendation as to half-day seventh and eighth are already
signed.
closings.
Mr. Bolet, in addiion to being
Evening Hours
Question 4. I am in favor of an artist of the first water, is a
staying open Friday night and man of Personal charm and gra
closing Saturday night. Yes, 17; ciousness. Those who heard him
in a Rockland appearance several
No, 11.
The poultry plant of George E
Question 5. I am in favor of re 1 years ago are particularly looking
Jones at Stickney's Corner was
forward
to
his
concert
Tuesday.
taining Saturday night hours as at
present: Yes, 18; No, 5.
No clear-cut majority opinion
was indicated by the votes on the
above question. Since, however,
there seemed to be interest by a j
fairly large number of merchants in
staying open Friday night instead I
of Saturday night, it was felt that
this question should be included
again in the next poll, and worded
more clearly. It was also suggested
From all tliat can be gathered, rights for a considerable period;
that the Friday night opening
the
fraudulent accepting ol unem were heavily fined and ordered to
might be tried out for a six-month
ployment
checks by workers now repay the money they obtained
experimental period, and the mer
fraudulently or go to jail.
chants polled on this ’’trial run.” employed is more or less prevalent.
The two cases uncovered and
Christmas Lighting
CAMDEN PETITION CANDI
brought before Rockland Municipal
Question 6. For the Community Court within the past few days are (
DATES
Christmas lighting project for 1961 but a start on the investigation of j
Board of Selectmen
I am in favor of:
It is announced by the Camden
such cases in the area, apparently
A. Christmas Tree: Yes, 26;
The Maine Employment Security Petition Committee that Howard
No, 1.
Commission has been troubled on Holton, Merton Lake, Leroy MorB. Nativity Scene: Yes, 7; No, 9. a statewide basis with persons now j ong, Warren Prince and Clem
C. Nativity Scene with addi
gainfully employed still accepting Smith have been selected to oppose
tions: Yes, 12; No. 6.
compensation checks. A few are at the March 12 election the can
D. Both Christmas Tree and
caught and brought to trial but didates recently nominated by the
Nativity Scene: Yes, 18; No, 5.
only a few in comparison with those Republican and Democratic caucus.
The committee therefore recom who escape detection, according to
(Same Board of Selectmen candi
mends both Christmas tree and Na
dates by each caucus.)
a reliable source.
tivity scene with additions for the
It has been learned recently
1951 Christmas lighting project.
that the commission is now more
Members of the 1951 Merchants
active in checking on all compen
Committee are Roland Crockett,
sation recipients and that other:
Chairman, Alton French, Bill Kel
cases may come before the courts.
ley, Charles Lowe, George Thomas,
Many are under the erroneous i
Camden; and Maynard Ingraham,
impression
that
compensation;
Jr., Rockport.
checks arc drawn from funds which
the workers contribute. This is not
the case, according to information
received recently. The employer ts;
the sole contributor to the com -;
pensation fund and it is from the
employers of labor in the state that!
the checks obtained iraudulcnily'
are taken.
Penalties for defrauding th<
commission arc severe, as may be
noted from the results of a recent
trial in Rockland. The men con
victed lost their compensation I

POULTRY PLANT DESTROYED

Fire Causes Loss Of $10,000 At Stickney’s
Corner—8000 Broilers Perish

WHILE GAINFULLY EMPLOYED

Many Persons Are Said To Be Accepting
Compensation Checks

completely destroyed by fire about
3.30 a. m. Friday with a loss esti
mated at $10,000.

Lost in the blaze, which razed
the three-story poultry barn, were
8.000 10-weeks-old broilers.
In
addition to the birds, Jones lost
eight tons of grain and five tons
of coal, plus considerable equip
ment in the building having to do
with the poultry operation.
Tlie fire was discovered by a mo
torist enroute to Camden who
awakened Mr. and Mrs. Jones while
the blaze was still confined to the
third story of the barn where a
brooder stove is thought to have
started the fire.
It was with difficulty that the
Washingon and Jefferson fire de
partments were able to save the
Jones’ home which was located
close to the blazing bam.
A cow housed in the barn was led
to safety before flames could reach
her.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have oper
ated the poultry farm approxi
mately two years and had the loss
covered in part by insurance.

FRESH!!

iW

CAUGHT THIS
MORNING

%S|

ON SALE AT OUR MARKETS
THIS AFTERNOON!

FRESH NATIVE
SHRIMP

P. T. A. Card Party
AT McLAIN SCHOOL
THURSDAY, MARCH 1

LARGE SELECTION AT

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 541

3 lbs. $1.00

John Melanson Suffers Painful Injuries On
Board Dragger Jeanne D’Arc
John Melanson of 21 Talbot av
enue, Rockland, crewman of the
O’Hara dragger Jeanne D’ Arc was
landed at Rockland yesterday af
ternoon suffering from injuries to
his left hand sustained in mid-

Married Many Years
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Under
wood To Observe 64th
Anniversary Wednesday

Odd Fellows----- LeGage 273, A.
Benner 273, A. Makinen 274, B.
Makinen 266, M. Benner 285, total
1371.
morning while the vessel was fish
American Legion—Crudell 254,
ing. The little finger of the left Harlow 271, Ames 275, Mank 263,
hand and the one next to it were Hobbs 298, total 1361.
crushed. They were removed at
Feb. 22 General Seafoods took
Knox Hospital by Dr. Robert Allen. Maine Central R. R. over by 5
Melanson explained that the points to 0. Melvin of the Sea
dragger was towing in choppy seas foods was again high liner with a
and that he had started aft from high string of 103 and high total
the galley when a heavy sea threw of 289 while Carsley had high
him off balance. Grasping for sup string of 108 and high total of 295
port, his left hand struck the tow for the losers.
ing gear and was drawn into the
Score:
General Seafoods—S. Willis 282,
towing wire as the vessel dropped
in the sea.
L. Melvin 289, Lowed 278, W. Willia
The crew of the dragger took in! 284, Genevicz 282, total 1415.
their fishing gear, which was over! Maine Central R. R—McKinney
the side at the time of the acci- i 268, Carsley 295, Anderson 256, Ledent, and started the six-hour run Gage 282. Robinson 263, total 1343.
for port at once.
1 The Water Co., beat the Lime Co.,
Ashore, Manager Charles Burke by only a five pin total giving them
of the O’Hara plant had been no- three points although they lost the
tLfied by radio and had medical first two strings. Melvin had high
| ajd ready When the dragger docked string of 107 and Wiggin high to
1 in the afternoon.
tai of 294 for Lime Co., while Doak
had high string of 117 and high
Jacque Mercer, of Litchfield, total of 284 for the winners. Score:
Arizona, was chosen as Miss Water Co., B. Winslow 287, Curtis
America in 1949. She is 18; five j 276, C. Winslow 265. Simmons 254
feet, four inches tall, brunette and Doak 284, total 1347.

WE CONSTANTLY SELL THE BEST

FINNISH-AMERICAN

DANCE
Benefit of the Heart Fund

At the

ROCKLAND

Score:

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Under
wood of Tenant’s Harbor will ob
serve their 64th wedding anniver
sary Wednesday.
They were married in England
in 1887 and left shortly after that
to come to this country. They
have traveled here and in Canada
extensively following his trade
which was paving cutting, and have
returned to England nine times.
Five children were born to the
couple—Mrs. Lillie Bunning of
Oneco. Conn., George Underwood
and Mrs. Edith Davies, both of
I
(Continued on Page Three)
Bath, Mrs. Mary Marriott of Ten has brown eyes.
ant’s Harbor, and Mrs. Elsie Burtt
of Hartford. Conn. recently de
ceased.
The Underwoods came to Maine
in 1929, settling in Tenant's Har
bor, where Mr. Underwood worked
at various quarries in this vicinity
Wc are constantly striving to serve you better.
until about ten years ago.
We have very good reason for asking you to buy
Mr. and Mrs. Underwood arc
both active and in good health at
Alford Lake Jersey Farm Milk. Only by taking
the respective ages of 85 and 83.
the greatest possible care of our product can wc give
and Mr Underwood still raises a
very successful vegetable garden
you this excellent milk.
every Summer.

TABLE PRIZES

24-26

Norton Was Hot

BROUGHT INJURED MAN HOME

8 lo 10 P. M.
50c Per Person
Door Prize: Case of
Assorted Canned Goods
Refreshments.
Reservations may be nude by
calling 1563

PERRY MARKETS

The following candidates seek-!
ing town office at the annual elec- i
tion on March 5, have filed their j
nomination papers with the town i
clerk, Mrs. Helen B. Overlock. The
slate will be posted three days be
fore the date of election. On March
5, election date, the polling place [
will be open from 8 a. m„ to 12
noon, in charge of a moderator, |
who will be elected at 7.30 a. m„ j
March 5. at the town house, and j
in an open assembly of the town's ;
voters. Results of the election will!
be announced the afternoon of i
March 5. when voters assemble at
the own house to dispose of arti- .
cles on the town warrant.
Mrs. R. B. Ulmer writes from
Two new members of the school port Clyde: 'Orchids to Samuel
committee are to be elected this Leighton who has purchased a fire
year, since Charles Poster, has re- truck for Port Clyde. Henry Teel
signed after two years’ service of a suggests it should be parked beside
three year term. George A. Buck,, his door."
who has completed his third year !
—o—
of this term, does not seek re-elecTwo New Yorkers who have been
tion on the school committee.
bald for five years rubbed a new
Nominated to complete the term hormone on their heads five weeks
of Mi-. Foster is Virgil E. Hills, and ago, and each now has hair about
to serve a full three-year term, i one inch long. But your order for
Charles Kigel. Mr. Foster has com- the new hormone will not be filled
pleted eight years as school com- until their is further research. So
don’t cherish any false hopes.
mittee member.
Contests in the coming election
seem to be slated for the offices of j Mrs W. W. Gregory of Traverse
tax collector and road commission street picked snowdrops in her
er, two candidates nominated for garden Monday.
each. Seeking the former office are
George W. Starrett., and Mrs. Julia I
V. Watts. Starrett, town treasurer
also seeks re-elccion to that office.
Elks Ace Rolled a Total Of
Candidates for road commissioner
352 To Win
arc John Therre, the present in
cumbent and Warren Whitney.
Oil Feb 20, the Gulfs of the
Maurice E. Davis chairman of the American League won 4 points to
board of selectmen, and overseers | 1 over the Independents. L. Drinkof the poor seeks re-election to I water had high string of 129 and
those offices and also is candidate high total of 324 for Gulf with Ep
for third member on the board of stein rolling high string of 107 and
assessors. Albert V. McIntyre, who! Simmons high total of 300 for the
served last year as third on the losers.
board of assessors, seeks election as
Score:
first assessor for 1951.
Gulf — Hopkins 284, Danielson
Asking re-election at the polls 253, Colby 295. Drinkwater 324,
March 5, are. Mrs. Helen B. Over- sleeper 286, total 1442.
lock, town clerk; Herbert L. Ken
Independents—Simmons 300, Ep
niston, second on the board of as stein 282. Hodgkins 273, Gray 270,
sessors and third on the board of Gay 297, total 1422.
selectmen and overseers of the
On the same night the Odd Fel
poor; and Elbert L. Starrett, second lows took a close match from the
on the board of selectmen and ov American Legion 3 points to 2 win
erseers of the poor.
ning the last string by 27 pins,
which gave them a lead of 10 pins
for high total. Hobbs had high
string of 112 and high total of 298
for the Legion while M. Benner
rolled high string of 105 and to
tal of 285 for the Odd Fellows.

Waldoboro High School
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
8.00-12.00 P. M.

Price 50c

Bill Elgland Orchestra

*

c

Ask our driver, or drop us a card, or telephone
your needs and we will see that you arc taken care
of satisfactorily,
Wc Carry All Dairy Products of Best Quality!

ALFORD LAKE JERSEY FARMS
UNION, MAINE
Tel. Lincolnville 8-13, or Your Local Store
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Lionism At Camden

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Hoosier Hot Shots Put On a
Rousing Program At the
Last Meeting
Superlative? fail us! They ware
just plain hot. Ken Libby's re-incornated C-R Hoosier Hot Shots
put on the program of the year at
Tuesday's meeting. In fact they
were so good that their fellow Lion-,
voted unanimosuly they would be
the spark plugs for a minstrel .‘-howin the very near future. In 'full'
dress costumes and led by Ken the
Lions Jn this pleasurable entertain
ment were Kip Burkett, Harold
Robinson Norman Eyller. Dr. Wal
ter Strang. Dave Crockett, Letter
Gross and True Spear. Jr., with
assists by Everett Grieves and
Chum Crockett. Sol»> and special
acts by Bob Laite. Roy Morong and
Elmer Young also livened up the
proceedings
King Lion Charle- Low e will lead
a group of Camden-Rockport Lion?
to Thomaston Wednesday evening
for the new Thomaston’s club first
meeting. Lion Bill Kelley will fur
nish the program.
A 22 rifle has been donated by
one of the Lions to raise money for
a couple of vere special purpo-es
Walter Wadsworth, chairman, and
Thomas Aylward and Roger Con
verse to assist.
A special committee looking to
ward future action of the club in
sponsoring some playground equip,
ment for the Elm street schoolgTOunds was appointed. Doug Kel
ley, chairman, Emerson Rawley.
Elmer Young and Roger Converse.
Camden High School's star bas
ketball player. Albert Bennett will
be a guest of the club at nextweek's meeting.
The Lions Club is proud of the
two winning basketball teams from
Camden High this year and voted
unanimously to present in the very
near future to both the boys and
the girls teams a memento of their
championship year.
K L. Charles Lowe and Boy Scout
Chairman Lawrence Tedford an
nounced the following committee
to serve this year: Willis Monroe.
Scout Master for Troop 200. the
Lions sponsored troop. Dr. Walter
Strang, assistant
scoutmaster;
Richard Parker, Institutional Rep
resentative: Douglass Kelley, Ex
plorer Advisor;
Kendric Libby,
treasurer; and Walter Wad worth,
Charles Calderwood. Rev p j
Loung-way, W. Pierce Harley, How
ard Rollins and William Otto.
Troop Committeemen.
In order to appoint delegates and
alternates to the National Conven
tion in Atlantic City. June 24 to
28, and District Convention in Ban
gor. June 3. 4, and 5. all Lions who
wish reservations are asked to con.
tact Convention Chairman Bill
Kelley on or before Peb. 27.
At the director's meeting which
followed Dr Walter Strang was ap
pointed by the Board to fiill :he un
expired term of Director Vernon
Packard who resigned from the of-

Lucky Strike Alleys
By Joe Talbot

[EDITORIAL]
DEATH OF MAINE GENERAL
All Maine shares in Ellsworth's sorrow over the un
timely death of that city's favorite son. Gen. Bryant E.
Moore, which took place on the West Centra! Front in Korea,
following a helicopter crash Gen Moore was sent to Korea
to take command of the United States Ninth Corps, and was
giving the same distinguished service which had marked his
Armv career

COLLEGES ARE WONDERING
Maine colleges are going ahead with next Fall’s plans
jus; as though there was not a possible third war in the offing.
Estimates of their losses through the medium of the draft
range as high as 4C percent, but it is all problemmatical until
Congress has acted on universal military training and con
scription of 18-year-olds Tha' more co-eds may come to the
rescue is one of the possibilities.

DRYS ' MADE HAPPY
The "drys" find much cause for satisfaction in the report
of the Liquor Control Committee which has approved seven
to three a bill requiring purchasers of any type of alcoholic
beverage to be 2 years of age. or older. "Ought not to pass" has
been the verdict of previous committees. Under present laws,
one must be 21 years of age to be served beer or spirits for
consumption on the premises, but at 18 years one can pur
chase beer to take out. The bill under consideration now.
introduced by Representative Elizabeth Deering Moffett of
Bath, would set a uniform age at 21.

WITH A GRAIN OF SALT
A despatch from Moscow indicates Russia's willingness
to discuss military strength if the Western powers desire to
rompare notes Inference from the Russian statement is
that the Soviet nation has only about 2.500.000 men in her
navy, air force and army, but these figures will doubtless
be taken with a grain of salt Joe Stalin isn’t telling the
world what his actual strength is.

TOWARD RATIFICATION
All but two of the required number of States now have
ratified the proposed 22d Amendment to the Constitution,
which would limit tenure in the Presidency of the United
Stales to two elected terms or to 10 years in case of suc
cession from the Vice Presidency. Ratification by the Leg
islatures of Arkansas. Georgia. Tennessee, Texas, and North
Carolina brings the total of approvals to 34.
Among the States where prospects appear best' to obtain
tiie remaining necessary ratifications are Arizona. Utah,
Minnesota, Florida and South Carolina. Other States where
approval is believed possible but doubtful are Massachusetts,
West Virginia. Oklahoma and Washington.
The fact that the five most recent ratifications come from
Southern States indicates that division on this amendment
is no longer on strict party lines or at least that conservative
Democrats are willing to break ranks to support it.
Republicans point out that the amendment is so drawn
as not to apply to the present Chief Executive. It must be
ratified by 1954 if it is to become effective. Since most legis
latures meet biennially, the decision has rested in a large
measure on this year's sessions.
Putting aside partisan overtones, addition of the amend
ment to the Constitution would have a wholesome and help
ful effect. It would enact and clarify a rule which has been
traditional since Washington's time. It would settle the
question of fractional terms. And it would lay the supposi
tion that an individual in a nation of 150,000.000 persons can
be so indispensable as to prevent rotation in office —Christian
Science Monitor.
fice due to leaving for service with
Uncle Sam.
A new Lion Myron Robart was
'pinned' and will be initiated with
others pinned this month at the
Feb. 27 meeting

TIGERS TO TACKLE WESTBROOK
Thursday Night’s Game In Portland To Show
What Spirit Can Accomplish
i By Bob Mayo)
When Mike DiRenzo's Flying Ti
gers take the floor in Portland's
Expo Building Thursday night in
the final game of the preliminary
round of the class L tourney it will
mark the third time in tourney his
tory that an Orange and Black
team has vied for basktball’s high
er honor.
Previously the Rockland teams of
"28 and '47 hit the glory trail The
1928 team came closest to the jack
pot, losing in the final game to
South Portland by a two point
margin in an overtime.
There are still Rockland fans who
claim that South Portland's bas
ket that tied the score at the final
gun of regulation time left the
players hand after the gun sound
ed but that is neither here nor
here The point is that Rockland
came very close.
This year's edition of the Tigers
will, like the 1947 crew, be called
on to face the tourney favorites in
I the opening game. In '47 it was
South Portland that fell before
Ken MacDougal's great crew by
40- 36 Thus if this year’.-, Tigers can
upset Westbrook they can at least
be compared to he 1947 team on
the record.
The laiter team stumbled in the
i semi-finals, losing to Portland by
41- 34. In that game Don Kelsey
' racked up 16 points and Don Mclellan 13 Others seeing service were
Don Marsh, Bucky Murgita, Billy
Holden, Bob Teel and Meredith
Shapiro.
The '47 team had an 18-3 record,
their losses coming at the hands
of Bangor, Morse (eventual tour
ney winners) and Waterville. How
ever they played more games with
K-L league teams then did this
years outfit and thus cannot be
said to be as superior as the won
and lost column would indicate
This 1951 team is generally regard
ed as having played the toughest
schedule ever tackled by a Rock
land team.
The Tigers practiced four days
last week and most of them went
to Portland Friday night to see
Westbrook in their final game in

which they all but murdered Cheverus. They got a fair idea of what
they would be facing as Westbrook
-.ank an astounding 46 percent of
their shots, were gTeat on defense
and very tough citizens in general.
Bob MacHardy can score from any
where within reach, according to
Mike, and the entire starting five
register with regularity. In addition
they have a deep squad with at
least four reserves being apparent
ly as food as the starters.
It is unlikely that any team can
beat them while playing West
brook's game. The only chance
would seem to be to slow down the
pace and refuse to run wi'h the 22
game winners.
From all this it can be seen that
the Tigers have a golden oppor
tunity to go down in history as
having pulled the biggest upset in
tourney history if they can pull this
one out. and in addition they will
have the right to rank alongside
the greatest Orange and Black
teams of all time if they win over
Westbrook.
The latter team has to lose some
time and Thursday night would be
as good a time as any for their
downfall The Tigers have nothing
to lose and everything to gain.
Wilton shorts—The big Wilton
Academy gym seated about 1000
with a superb floor and plenty of
dressing rooms. It must have cost
close to >200,000—as far as I could
see the tourney ran very smoothly
and the MPA rates a nod Dana
Drew was there from this area
helping run tilings—I ieel that not
enough notice has been given in
the press of the feat of Rod Saw
yer in scoring 30 points in the
Porter-Wiscasset game. Consider
ing tourney pressure, his perform
ance was the greatest individual
one I ever saw. He started the game
with a severe stomach ache too—
the Wiscasset fans were angrily
econd guessing Harry Hildebrandt
for pulling his first string with an
18 point lead, but 99 times out of
a 100 nothing would have hap
pened; trouble was that this occa
sion was the 100th time—plenty of
expert advice at my elbow in the

Ladies' Fourflusher League

The race is waxing furious. The
Diamonds are in the lead, one point
ahead of the Hearts, and the other
two teams are right in order, one
and two points behind the leaders.
Looks like the shift in line-up was
just what the doctor ordered.
The Clubs nicked the Diamonds
three points to two as Captain Lil
Richards hit the high spots to lead
her team with a 272 total. Dora
Packard continued to slap out the
good totals, leading the Diamonds
with a 268.
The Spades upset the Hearts for
five points, with substitute Dot
Poland leading the attack by a
total of 257, while "Gin” Heal and
Dot Aylward tied up for a 258 total
for the Hearts.
Virginia Heal is leading the
average parade with 86 2.
Ladies' Nighthawk League

The Deuces continued to domin
ate the second half, defeating the
Jacks four points to one. Capt.
Dot Poland was in the leading role
with a total of 259. Ruth Johnson,
star performer for the Jacks, led
her team with a total of 249.
The Kings, first-half champions,
finally regained their winning ways,
after a poor showing in the second
half, to knock over the Queens for
four points. Captain Marion Har
ris was easily the star performer in
this match ns she posted a 269
total with a single of 106 Connie
Milliken's total of 253 was tops for
the Queens
Ruth Johnson still has a com
manding lead in averages with 88 39.
Belfast League

Frank Ijifond. with a 314 total,
and Captain Norm Staples, with
301, were big guns in the Tiger vic
tory over the Ramblers and with a
five-point victory over the latter
the Tigers regained sole possession
of the top spot in the league. Fos
ter. with 303. and Les Smith, with
300. kept the Ramblers in the
persons of Tod Gibson, Win Kenoyer, Ralph Hilton and JimmyBelknap of Lincoln AcademyPrincipal Ted Richards of Rockport
High was there all day—Camden's
cheer leaders did as well as any I
thought

1 battle.
The Crusaders were very fortun
ate in pulling out with three points
over the Hoosiers as the Hoosiers
took the first two strings and then
collapsed completely, losing the
third string and total. Jim Potter
topped the Crusaders with a 294
total, and Dick Shepard played the
leading role for the Searsmont
lads, ending with 288 Les Smith
heads the list in the average de
partment with 99 8.

Slivers From The Alleys

Dot Aylward defeated Gianina
Ames for the town championship,
winning by 38 pins over the tenstring route, the new champ rolling
a score of 906 against the former
State champion's 868 A big 110
single in the second stanza gave Dot
a good working stanza and she held
the lead throughout the rest of the
match.
Anyone disputing Dot's
Hotshot League
Bobs regained the league’s lead claim to the crown can get immedi
by dumping Tom's Lunch four ate action by contacting her man
points to one. with Harold Heal's ager. Hannah Aylward. at the Coffee
setting up a new record-total of 320 Shop
to provide the spark. Captain Ayl Those lads from Thomaston.
ward rolled a nice 297 total to lead Johnny Jenkins and Jackie Spear,
came to Camden Sunday evening for
the lunchmen.
Bohndell and Young, with totals a return match with Keith Richards
of 288 and 237 respectively, led the and Wally Heal. Once again they
i Rockport Boat Club to a four-point proved their superiority on the Cam
' victory over the Panthers. Jim den lanes by defeating our local
Weare substituted very ably for lads 63 pins on the total. Jenkins
Don Welt and led the Panthers 950. Spear 1027. total 1977. Heal 940,
Richards 974. total 1910. The final
with a 281 total.
Harold Heal regained the lead in ten of the 20-string match will be
the battle for high averages as he rolled at Thomaston. Saturday, Feb
jumped to 94.37. eight pins ahead 24. at 7 30 p. m.
Earlier this year the Thomaston
of Tommy Aylward
boys defeated the Camden pair at
Speed League
Camden by 130 pins, only to have
The Aces halted the onward surge the Camden — *" •«-•••
of the All Stars as Roy "Flash" Thomaston, winning by 136 pins to
Hobbs notched a nearly record take the match by six pins. Can
total of 361 for the first-half I this be a repeat? •
champs.
George Lacombe con
Sunday’s action is widespread,
tinued his hot pace for the Stars, with two teams journeying to Old
rolling the top total of 319 for the Town for return matches with the
losers.
men and women of the Canoe City.
The Lucky Strike A's collected The Independent All Stars will
five easy points from the Clippers, travel in Johnson’s bus to Damari
with Les Smith, the star performer scotta for the third match in the
for the A's by a total of 319. Tal series with Damariscotta lads. At
bot topped the Clippers with a 298 home. Sunday evening, the Thomas
total.
ton boys will be here to tackle the
Hobbs has a substantial lead in All Stars of the Belfast League. The
the average department with 106.56, Belfast boys hold a one-match ad
a truly remarkable average, even vantage over Thomaston as they
for the boy who put the Union Fair pulled out a close one last Friday
on the map with his bowling alleys! night, winning the total by two pins.
Independent League
See the latest styles in Furs and
The Braves notched an important Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
five-point victory over their closest quality, at Lucien K. Green Si Son.
I-tf
rivals, the Rockets, as Frank Sawver hit the comeback trail with a
299 total to lead the redhot Braves.
Capain Bun Young must have
been out of voice as he was top
man for the Rockets by 268.
The Giants were four-point win
ners over the first-half champion
Atoms as Tom Aylward hit the high
TwinSy/nbofcof
spots with a total of 306 and a top
single of 124. Bill Clayter rolled a
INDEPENDENCE
superlative game for the Atoms as

8V
/

■\!

he posted a total of 303.
Aylward is at the top of this
league with an average of 94 9.

;■

A new Australian-made car Is
designed to run 60 miles on a gal
lon of gasoline at 40 miles an hour,
with engines manufactured in ,
England.

x
*»
■

SI

Representatives of nine coun- ■
Three kinds of foxes, red, white tries attended a course on Britain
and blue—are found on the Aleu- and its social services, held at
Brighton, England.
tian Islands.
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Thu now P-1 Pickup (OVW 4,700 lb».)
o bi« 6'4-Pl.
body for ligbl, bulky loodt! Ono of over 180 Ford Truck
moduli for '51. 5-STAR EXTRA Cob shown of extra cost.

Now pocket bigger profits!

PORTABLE SPITE FENCE
Do you own one? Do you

know

someone who owns one?

K

Over 180 models —Choice of V-8 or Six!
The new Kurd Trucks for '51 are here! From
95-h.p Pickups to 145-h.p. BIG JOBS,
they're newly engineered to do your hauling
at even louir cost, to give you even finer
performance! New features for easier driv
ing make Ford Trucks more than ever the
drivers' favorites in '51.
important Ford Truck advancement* for 'St include:
New 5-STAR Cab*, new autethermic pi»toni, naw
blgh-lift cemihaft*. end new treating celumn gear
shift In the F-1 Serie*.

Feed Trucking
COSTS IKS

And in tha lotrprica fia/d

hat it I
The Power Pilot is a
simpler, fully-proven way of
getting the most power from
the least gas. Using only one
control instead of two, it is designed to
synchronize firing twice as accurately. You
can use regular gas . . . you get no-knock
performance. Only Ford in the low-price
field haa Power Pilot Economy.

i

Sometimes, you can’t even sec it,
but you know it's there, nevertheless.
This is how you can tell.

If a man thinks his own social
group is basically superior to
other types of Americans.
If a man scorns association with
people of other racial or religious
groups.

becovia—

o® /o»e»# rag-deat>9
' wturwco OJ^orfl

OoTO 04. 6 592.000 trvcb,
ro*o *ord Truck* Juaf feeder!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO. 32 Park St, Rockland

If a man inclines toward keep
ing ah but special types of Amer

icans at arm's length in business,

educational and commercial op
portunities.

If a man thinks America would
be “better ofF' if it were peopled
only by those of his particular
stamp of race, creed and think
ing.

wherever he goes, whether he realizes
it or not.

He doesn't know it, but America
suffers Irom his spite! For this coun
try wasn't planned for fences to
separate its peoples. One of our great
est Americans said in the early days

of our country, “United we stand;

He’s wearing a portable spite fence

divided we fall.’*

ACCEPT OR REJECT PEOPLE

ON THEIR INDIVIDUAL WORTH

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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TuesdayTtiursday-SaTiffiB}

TALK OF THE TOWN

The directors of the Maine Lob
ster and Seafoods met Friday night
to hear reports of the several com
mittees which are laying plans for
the fifth annual showing of the
coastal event next Aug. 3, 4 and 5.

“Jeff” Mealey, who Is on a va
cation from his duties for the
Maine Central Railroad left yesterday for Florida, where he will
visit the various baseball training
fields. Local fans await his return to get a line on this year's
major league champions. Inci
dentally Jeff could give the professionals a tip on how to catch a
baseball back to.

'
.
J
1
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STRANGE WEATHER CHANGES
Cheyenne Man Tells Of Frigid Spell One Day,
Then Along Conies the Chinook

The dean’s list at Becker Junior
College, Worcester, Mass., include?
i
the name of Miss Darlene M. Watts
'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
That Courier-Gazette readers
Watts of St. George. Miss Watts
may become better acquainted with
is registered in the medical secre
Bertram G. Snow, well known Ralph H Smith of Cheyenne. Wy
1 tarial course. She was graduated Rockland naval architect and a oming, of whom frequent referen
from St. George High School in ! partner in the Snow Marine Basin, ces are made by thus paper, his
1948.
will be the guest speaker Wednes portrait is purloined from a letter
1 MscDonald Class of the First day night at the meeting of 'he which he wrote Peb. 12. to his
North Haven relative, Frank BevSea Explorers.
Baptist Church met last week with
I erage. Extracts from the letter
Mrs. Muriel Thurston with 16
The barn dance conducted by the follows:
members present for Bible study. Sea Explorers Friday night drew a
Refreshments were served by Mrs. small crotvd but proved to be a real
Cheyenne. Wyo.. Feb. 12.
Thurston assisted by Mrs. Virginia i social success. A skit, "The Bar
Since writing to you we have
Stoddard and Mrs Norma Morey. ber Shop" was put on by Richard had one very- cold spell, and one
Others present were: Mrs Blanche Phillip:. the barber: Robert Mc very warm that is just ending. All
Gardner. Mrs. Sybil Mills, Miss Leod, assistant barber and Bruce . last week we had chinook winds
Jeanette Stahl. Miss Charlotte Cook, London, the customer. During the that cleaned off all the snow and
Mrs Doris Ames, Mrs. Bertha Bel!. evening Mrs. Ella Gatcombe gave some nights the temperature stood
Mrs. Emma Hill, Mrs. Agnes Young, lessons in square dancing. Refresh I not lower han 48 or 50. Today we
Mrs William Brawn, Mrs. Mildred ments were served. Bruce London, have a ground fog and it is onlyHart. Mrs. Margaret Dow, Mrs. social chairman, was in charge of only about 20.
. Blanche
Widdecomb and Mrs. the affair. Present were Patricia
Denver broke all heat records for
Dorothy Baxter.
Holbrock, Gayle Treat, Betty February with a 73 only yesterday.
I don't remember if I told you or
Sergeant First Class Albert Le Knowlton, Barbara Knowlton, Dan
not, but the day that Jack Miller
iel
McLeod,
Robert
McLeod.
Rich

Roy Cassidy, of Ingraham’s Hill,
came to dinner two weeks ago, it
is attending a radar mechanics ard McLennan, John Gatcombe,
was 16 below all day, and that sel
Stephen
Dow.
Richard
Phillips,
course in the Antiaircraft and
Lewis Grant. Bruce London. Oli dom happens in this part of the
Guided
Missiles
Branch
of
The
Ar

Fair and mild today is the latest
ver Curtis and Mate J. A Perry. State, and it stayed below zero for
weather report: fair Wednesday, tillery School at Fort Bliss, Texas.
Other young people came and went ! tour days.
The
course
which
is
approximately
probably colder later in the day.
Took a walk yesterday of about
during the evening.
The British passed thc S:amp Act three and a half months in length
a mile and a half and looked over
will
feature
study
of
electricity
and
186 years ago today, but they nev
Knox County Chapter Chairman some of the new houses that are
er guessed what actions they would various ypes of electronics. Sergeant James Ccnnellan of Rockland an i going up, and this is in most any
Cassidy's
wife,
Florence,
resides
at
be (Utting up in Washington now
nounced today thit the 1951 Knox direction. They are small, but
Ingraham Hill.
adays.
County March of Dimes campaign . comfortable and of frame con
Miss Jane Perry of 47 Masonic will net over $7000. the largest struction. They have a full base
The annual rush for automobile
street, a student at Colby College, amount ever raised in the county. ment and attached garage and the
license plates is on at the motor
sang with the college glee club in County Treasurer William Butler j cheapest will be about $10,000
vehicle registration office with
Common building lumber sells
the radio concert of "Songs From said that $6994 had already been
long lines forming for the little red
New England Colleges.”
The deposited at a Rockland bank. here for $125 per M; and most of
tabs which are to be fastened to
concert, sponsored by Monsanto There is still over $50 as yet un ] the roofs have composition shingles
last year's plates.
Chemical Company, was broadcast counted, Connellan added. Money- I and many of the outside walls also.
Am glad I am not building any
The Rockport-Rockland
Farm from Lorimer Chapel on the Colby collected in the towns throughout
the
county
has
all
been
returned
campus.
A
feature
of
the
program
Bureau will meet Thursday at Pen
obscot View Grange Hall. Members was a group of popular songs by to the Rockland headquarters,
Connellan added.
The largest
are asked to take bowls. The sub the Colby Eight.
previous collection made was in
ject, Facts Behind Fabrics, will be
The Albert H Newbert Associa
How the Feminine Bowlers
under the direction of Miss Con tion will meet Friday night in 1950 when $5400 was gathered byStand At End Of First
stance Cooper, Home Demonstra Masonic Temple with supper at workers.
Week, Second Half
tion Agent.
6.30. The housekeepers will be
Robert Shaw, a student at BayMiss Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Clara View School in Sarasota. Fla., was
Monday night, Feb. 19. marked
The Knox County Deputy Sher
Watts, Mrs. Alta Dimick and Mrs. one of the 235 children picked to the start of the third and final
iff’s Association will meet Wednes
Gertrude Boody.
be extras in the Paramount pro round of the Ladies’ Bowling
day night in Union. Supper will be
served by the ladies of Seven Tree
The executive
board of the duced movie, "The Greatest Show- League. The Gutter Gussies won
Grange with Mrs. Florence Calder Comity Circle of the Universalist on Earth.” The filming is being the first and the Has Beens the
wood, Reta Storer and Mrs. Aubyne Church
met with Mr. and Mrs. done under the big top of the second round.
Hawes in charge of preparation and Hugh Benner Sunday night. Pre Ringling Bros., Barnum BaileyThe Has Beens took four points
Circus.
serving.
sent were Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Bur
i Monday while the lamb Dees salgess, Mr. and Mrs. Miles Sawyer
j vaged one. Score: Has Beens—
SOUTH HOPE
Pleasant Valley Grange will meet and Sam Collins.
Mrs. Hattie Linscott and family Barnard 260, Soule, 237, Brown 253,
tonight at the Civil War Memo
have moved from Camden to the Richardson 249, Gray 246. Jamb
BORN
rial Hall, at Limerock and Union
Dees: Hodgkins 259; Fernald 249:
Winchenbach—At Gould Mater Gladych rent.
streets. The supper at 6 will be
Low-ell 208, Kalloch 216. GTeen 266.
nity
Home,
Union.
Feb.
20,
to
Mr.
Burkettville
friends
of
Mr.
and
the degree supper for the candi
Wednesday night Gutter Gussies
dates who are to receive the third and Mrs. Addison Winchenbach of Mrs. Frank Willis gave them a
Washington, a daughter—Evelyn miscellaneous shower Friday night j took five points from the White
and fourth degrees at the 7.30 Rose.
! Caps. Calamity Janes won five
meeing. These candidates are Mr
Jacobson—At Camden, Feb. 25. to at the Grange Hall in Burkettville.
As Lloyd Brown was walking ' from the Telephone Girls and the
and Mrs. Leo Conary. Miss Beatrice Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jacobson
Reed, Mrs. Lois Ryder, and Mrs. of Tenant’s Harbor, a sen—Robert. across Fisher's Pond to his work Rock-ettes edged out the Alley
Demmons—At Camden Commun Saturday, the ice broke and let him Cats 3 to 2. Scores: Gutter GusBernice Call.
Applications for
ity Hospital, Feb. —, to Mr. and
membership may be presented at Mrs. Harvey Demmons of North into water up to his waist. Using , sies—(Robarts 229, Andrews 242,
the shovel he carried as a measure, Mosher 263, Laitenen 248, Arico
this or the March 13 meeting for Haven, a son.
Oakes—At Sukeforth Maternity Brown estimated the water to be 265. White Caps—Murphy 215,
the class of candidates to be ini
! Long 242, Bradbury 215, McLain
feet deep.
tiated on March 27 and April 10. Home, Vinalhaven. Feb. 23. to Mr about four __________
and
Mrs.
Alton
Oakes.
Jr.,
a
son
—
256, Waterman 221.
The 6 o’clock supper is, as usual,
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Just 20
Russell Lee.
Calamity Janes—Cowan
224.
open to friends as well as members
Waterman—At Knox Hospital, Dresses reduced to $5 00 each. May Pease, 249, Carver 213, Ledoux 248,
of Pleasant Valley Grange.
Feb. 26. to Mr and Mrs. Franklin be we have your size. Values to
Kent 221
Waterman cf North Haven, a
$19.75.
25-lt
Telephone—Anderson 226 Benner
CARD OF THANKS
daughter.
I wish to express my sincere ap
Holmes—At Knox Hospital. Feb.
232, Smith 221, Lawless 213. Dum
Fcr
social
Items
in
The
Courierpreciation for the excellent care I 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Holmes,
Gazette. Phone 1044. Citv
tf my 188.
received during my critical illness a daughter.
Rock-Ettes—Blethen 199, Long
at Kncx Hospital. Special thanks
Miller—At Knox Hospital. Feb.
258,
Loker 252, Williams 241, Maki
to Dr. Donald Brown. Mr. Loker 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Miller
262.
and the entire staff of nurses. Also of Spruce Head, a daughter.
Rev. John A. Barker and the won
Small—At Knox Hospital. Feb.
Alley Cats—Marsh 260. DiRenzo
derful people of Littlefield Memo 24. to Mr. and Mrs. George Small, a
i 208, Spear 237, Farrell 236, Plum
rial Church, for the cards, gifts, daughter.
mer 234.
and sunshine basket from my
LeGage—At Knox Hospital. Feb
The Sad Sacks won five poults
friends and neighbors upon my re 25, to Mr. and Mrs. William Le
from Team 10 by forfeit.
turn home. Again I thank you all. Gage. a daughter.
25’It
Mrs. Dorothy Sukeforth.
Percy—At Knox Hospital, Feb.
Standings at end of first week
20, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Percy
See the latest styles In Furs and of Port Clyde, a daughter—Lyn
LEGAL NOTICE
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top Annette.
Selectmen Town of St. George. Me
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
Buzzell—At Knox Hospital, Feb.
Feb. 26. 1951:
1-tf 21. to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Buzzell
I do hereby petition you for a
of Warren, a daughter—Leah
permit to extend the rock wharf
Norine.
in a westerly direction parallel
Butler—At Knox Hospital, Feb.
with the face of said wharf. The
21, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard But
said extension being composed of
ler (Sarah Hartford) of Warren, a
spiles. Said wharf fifteen feet in
son—Rand Ward.
width and forty feet In length be
Gushee—At Knox Hospital. Peb.
ing the length and breadth of said
22, to Mr. and Mrs. Damon Gushee
extension.
of Warren, a son.
Signed: Bertie N. Simmons
On the above petition it is or
dered that a hearing be held in the
Prescriptions
Town office of Tenant's Harbor
on Monday, March 5, 1951. at 7
Carefully Compounded
o'clock in the evening at which
time all interested persons will be
Every family ice seri e re
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
given an opportunity to be heard.
25-27
reives the full benefits of
Signed by the Selectmen of St.
our service regardless of
George:
'ivlial it derides to spend.
John R. Holley,
GAME PARTY
Joseph Robinson, Jr..
IVERY FRIDAY
Samuel J. Leighton.
Athletes ogree—wear Wigwam
Qottuta
At 7.M P. M.
25-27

March 2—Rubinstein Club. Guest
evening, Farnsworth Museum.
March 5—Lady Knox Chapter
DAR, meets with Mrs. George
L. St Clair
March 8—Lecture at the Farns
worth Museum by James M.
Brown on Paintings of the 17th
and 18th Centuries. Open free to
the public.
March 9—Methebesec Club will
meet at Farnsworth Museum.
2.30
March 9-10—St. George Comm.
Club's Annual Minstrel at I O.OF.
Hall, Tenant's Harbor
March 16—Rubinstein Club. Guest
evening, Farnsworth Museum.
March 18—Paper drive by 40 & 8
and Sea Explorers.
March 23—Lenten Cantata "The
Seven Last Words of Christ,'"
sung by choir of the Pratt Me
morial Methodist Church at 7.30
p. m.
March 25—Easier.
March 30—Annual meeting of Ru
binstein Club. Farnsworth Museum.
April 13—Annual Spring Concert.
Rubinstein Club. Congregational
Church.

National League

American League

Ralph H. Smith

Awplcea Knights of Columbus

1-tf

ntftKNOXto JST
Tmomaston
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ROCKPOvr

regain yourt with tha

Sensational, New
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BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M

-hX 3g

Vadionic hiawng aid I
Complete •
Ready to Weet

Socks and your feet stay ’game*
for any game. Wigwams score
high in comfort and long wear
because they’re made right - and of the right materials.
STA-SIZED Wigams retain their
springy, shock-absorbing liveli
ness-keep on fitting well. Hun
dreds of home wash-and-wear
tests show they will not shrink
below the knitted size.

75c to $1.50

ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

i-tf

huston-tuttij
BOOK CO.
4418 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

Church Night
Federated Parishioners In
Thomaston Heard Reports
—Elected Officers
The annual Church Night of the
Federated Church was held in the
vestry on Tuesday night, with ap
proximately 100 persons present.
The meeting opened with prayer
by Res . H F. Leach, and a piano
solo: Andalu-ia iGranadosi by Miss
Sally Gillchrest, followed by the
business meeting.
Mlss
Helen
Studley, clerk, read the report of
the last annual meeting, also an
account of the interesting events
and activities of the past year.
Frank D Elliot, treasurer, gave
his annual report, and presented
the budget for the year 1951 as sub
mitted by the Finance oard. Re
ports of the various church or
ganizations were given as follows:
The Friendly Circle. Mrs. Josephine
Stone: the Sunday School. Mrs
Nina Leach; the We-Two Club.
Mrs. Frances Lawry; Benevolences,
Miss Helen Studley; Youth Fel
lowship. David Stone; Paint Fund.
Forest Stone
The report ot the nominating
committee was presented by Mrs
Betty Shesler, and the following
church officers were re-elected:
Treasurer, Frank D Elliot; clerk
and benevolence treasurer, Miss
Helen Studley; financial secretary.
Miss Jessie Stewart. The Finance
Board and the Church Council
were also re-elected.
Members of Boy Scout Tioop,
215, were present, along with Al
bert Mills, Jr.. Scout Master, and
several
organizational
agents.
Their Charter for 1951 was present
ed by C. B Gifford, institutional
representative, and merit badges
were awarded to Albert Hallowell,
Norman Anderson and Robert
Clark by William C Brooks. Jr .
chairman of the troop committee.
Interspersing business matters
were these program numbers, un
der the capable direction of Miss
Margaret G. Ruggles: Piano solo.
Long. Long Ago, Billy Flint; reci
tation, Prayer For a Child, Susan
Dennison; vocal duet, Whispering

Hope, Donna and Marie Carroll;
vocal duet. Dearie (in costume).
Jean and Peter Melgard; song,
Home on the Range, Linda Brooks;
vocal duet. Far Away Places, Jac
queline Harjula, Karen Johnson;
piano duet. Folk Song, Linda Brooks,
Billy Flint; recitation, Puffins, Peter
and Alan Lavender; song. Southern
Twilight. Jean Melgard;
song.
Easter Parade. Peter Stone,
This last number featured a
real parade of very young ladies
wearing Easter finery
Ch.ldren
participating were: Muriel and
Doreen Abbott, Jean and Andrea
Melgard,
Jacqueline
Harjula,
Karen Johnson. Andrea Staples
and Susan Hatch. Accompanists
for the program were Mrs Betty
Shesler. Mrs Margaret Melgard
and Mrs. Leah Brooks.
Original poems by F. L. S. Morse,
always a favorite on the prog-ram,
were humorous and much enjoyed.
Another poet, in the person of Dr.
Eivind Moss, produced a clever
"Legend of Morse’s Corner the
subject of which was none other
than F.L.S.” himself, who was
somewhat surprised at the sudden j
turn of events.
A purse of money was presented '
to Rev. and Mrs. Leach as a token
of the high esteem in which they
are held by the members of the
parish and their many friends, who
fully appreciate the fine work
they have done in behalf of the
Federated Church for the past 21
years.
After the program a lunch was
served and a social hour enjoyed.
Refreshments of Russian tea. fruit,
punch, sandwiches and cookies
were served by Mrs. Nina Leach,
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Fannie
Howard Mrs Winnifred Slade; and
Mrs. Lillian Comery.

CAMDEN
Anna Sparta, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. Sparta of 34 Pearl
street, Camden, is an active mem
ber of the advertising staff of this
year's yearbook at Bates College.
Miss Sparta, a Senior at Bates, is
a member of the band and is ma
joring in Spanish. She was vale
dictorian of her graduating class
in 1947 from Camden High.

Russell Funeral Home

Mrs. Emery Objects
To Having Them .Subjected
To Excessive Army Drink
ing Habits
Parents and relatives of teen
aged boys, likely to be called into J
the military service within the next j
year or two, are becoming quite j
alarmed over the reports and :
letters coming from the Armed
Services Camps telling of the ex- j
eessive drinking among the men
and officers. If they are truly
concerned they might ask them
selves these questions:
1. —Do I want my son to be at j
the front and have his life endan- I
gered by the fact that he himself I
or another man in his company |
was not sufficiently alert because !
of drinking?
2.—Would I want my son to be j
under an officer, who was inca- 1
pacitated because of drink?
3. —Would I want my son's safety
to be threatened by officers and I
others who drink and betray mili
tary secrets by talking too freely?
4. —Would I want my son to
have to share a barracks with I
men who are drunk or associate
with those who frequent the tav
erns near the Armed Services in
stallations?
And write our Senators, Owen
Brewster, and Margaret Chase
Smith, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C. Also Congress
man Charles P. Nelson. House

( Carl M. Stilphen )

Offers The Finest In
AMBULANCE SERVICE
The Chrysler Sedambu/ance

On the road, a luxurious sedan in appearance

NOTICE!
from Feb. 26 until
Saturday. March 3

DR. R. J. MEEHAN
A convenient side loading unit designed for efficiency and ease in

caring for the patient.

IMPORTANT

NOTICE
GIVES PASSENGER CAR COMFORT TO BOTH PATIENT AND ATTENDANTS.

Effective March 1

1951, Eastern Greyhound lines

of N*-w England (Division of the Greyhound Cor

poration) will assume operation of the McLaughlin
Brothers Bus line

THE SEDAMBULANCE ACCOMMODATES A FULL SIZED COT AND ALSO

SEATS FIVE ADULTS,

In addition, a new daily service

will be operated between Bangor and Portland

via Belfast, offering convenient connections to all

points in the United States and Canada

GREYHOUND

24 HOUR SERVICE

For

additional information, please contact your local

Greyhound agent or our drivers

110-11! LIMEROCK 6T.

Feb. 23. Norton's splendid toal
of 352 pins carried the Elks to a 10
point lead and a four point win
over the Shells although the Shells
won the first string with a good
score of 511 pins, and all the Elks
except Norton were defeated by
’heir opponents in their matches
Norton’s high string was 125 and
high total of 352. H. Carr had high
string of 112 and Gatcombe 3C6
high total for the losers.
Score: Elks. Norton 352, Williams
271, Lothrop 297, Anastasio 274.
Arico 288, total 1482.
Shells: L. Cook 291, J. McLoon
280, H. Carr 302. F Perry 293. Gat
combe 306. total 1472.

thing today. I did get a small or
der of two 14-foot plank ar.d two
14 foot 2x4s which cost me over
$12. Plank were 12 inches. I don't
think either one of us ever expect
ed to see prices on all goods at their
present level.
I am sending a recent snapshot
of yours truly, and please note
that I am standing on the "worst
leg.” Have been feeling fine and
working every day. I trust you
are the same at 90 as before. My Office Building, Washington. D.
best wishes for continued good C. It would also help to write
health.
General George C. Marshall, The
Pentagon, Washington, D. C., ask
ing them to work for an Amend
in the round:
W
L ment to take alcoholic beverages
ol out of the Armed Services?
Gutter Gussies ........ .......... 5
This should be done at once.
.......... 5
0
Calamity Janes
Sad Sacks ............... .......... 5
0 They will be glad to know how you,
Has Beens . ..............
1 Mr. and Mrs. Voter, feel about
4
2 this.
Clara Emery.
Rock-Ettes ............. .......... 3
31
Alley Cats ......................... 2
Jamb Dees
......... .......... 1
41
White Caps
0
5
Telephone
........ 0
5
Team 10 ................... ......... 0
5

IMPARTIAL SERVICE

TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING

(Continued from Page One)

Lime Co. Holden 271. Wiggin
294, Little 236, Wentworth 254,
Melvin 287, total 1342.
The Spruce Head team minus one
of iheir leading rollers had a sinkng spell and lost to Post Office
No. 1 by 109 pins. Score 5 to 0
Dick Perry was high for Post Ot
ic with 119 single and 295 total.
Alley had 102 single and K Drinkwater had 281 total for losers.
Score: Post Office No. 1. T. Per
ry 270. Stewart 294. Moulaison 295,
D. Perry 296. Rackhff 285. total
1439.
Spruce Head: K Drinkwater 281,
Dummy 257, York 251. W Drink
water 262. Aliev 279*. total 1330

Peb. 23d the Knox Business Col
lege won four- poinds to one over
Flight E team
Score Business College: Dummy
255, LeBlank 242. Miller 261, S aples 26C. total 1273.
Flight E. Dummy 255. Dummy255. Andrews 255. McLellan 230,
Bryant 242, total 1247.

The Weather

In A Triple Tie

Norton Was Hot

ANYWHERE - ANYTIME

Telephone Rockland 701

rFBfrFWr

Mesa Verde and close to the bor
der, some place that has a trail to
it that wagons could use. The stuff
••Sure. We never thought that you
had to be carted there in the first
might have picked up three guns place, and it has to be on tap for a
last night. You didn’t have one
hurry call."
when you went out, but you had two
"I see. Then the west is the best
when you came back. So every
bet There's some abandoned mines
body figured that one of them was
the gun with the trick bullet in it. over there that would be just the
Then we heard that you’d taken ticket."
"Then it's the west that I’m in
a gun from Jess Ames. Evidently
you must have left a gun some terested in. I didn’t figure north
Bartell
where—and you'd only been one was much of a gamble.
place, so far as anybody could find wouldn't have sent the girl up there
11 the trouble was due to center in
out."
"Fair enough." Frazer approved. that area What trails lead to those
"I was a long time figuring it out, diggings in tha west'"'

CHAPTER XIV

but that’s how it was. The officer's
gun was left with Miss Bartell for
her protection.”
Dclaplane nodded.

"Kranz had it

figured that way.’’
When

it

became

apparent that

Delaplane w as not going to say any
thing else Frazer asked abruptly.
"How about checking me on this
now? I want to make sure I know
the set-up. Bartell and Vasquez
planned to make a revolution. Vas
quez privately schemed to doublecross Bartell and the copper inter

ests. You, Kranz and Gonzales came
to be the Vasquez agents in town,
but Kranz put on a double-cross of
his own, selling out to Candino. Is
that about the size of it?
"That’s It. Remember, though,
that I wasn't interested in Vasquez.

I just thought Bartell and his out
fit ought to be stopped.”

Emery Describes Country
Around Mesa Verde
Delaplane stood up suddenly. "1
just wanted you to know," he said

Emery rubbed his chin thought
fully "Weil, there's only one main
trail outa town, but it branches into
a regular tangle after you hit the
fleet hills. There's a regular ruad
■<-rosa to the Blue Bell workin’.

That’s because they’re still

takin

out ore. There’s almost as good a
trail that leads up past the Maggie
and over to the Little Bear."

Frazer jumped to his feet, but
his sudden excitement was quickly
smothered as boot heels pounded on
the hard-packed ground outside
"Th* Little Bear!” he repeated,
keeping his voice low but intense.
“Just remember that if anything

happens to me."
There was no chance for Emery
to ask questions or for Frazer to
explain
Deputy
Ed
Delaplane

came through the doorway with a
rush that advertised the urgency
of his errand. "Hell to pay, Frazer!"
he blurted. “They’ve started."
I

“Who’s started what?" Frazer
snapped as Emery came out of his
chair with a leap.

awkwardly. "I was ready to worry
lt out by myself 'til it looked like
Helen Bartell was gettin’ involved.

I don’t like that."
“You don’t mind involving Sally

Chew,” Frazer said.
"Sal's different. She’s . . . well
. .
He broke off abruptly »nd

headed for the door.
Frazer let him go.
There was no one on the lower
floor of the hotel when Frazer went
out. but the street was still full of
people. Men were gathered every
where in tense little groups, all of

them clearly alert and ready, wait
ing lor the signal which for some
reason had not yet come Frazer
could only hope that the delay was
the result of suspicion on the part
of Bartell and his cronies. If they
suspected
the
web
of
intrigue
which had enveloped their original
plan they might hesitate to start

anything.
He found Carson Emery alone
•nd went straight to the point. "It
looks like the storm is ready to
break. Car. Can you clear me up on
a little geography? What's the
country like just west of Mesa
Verde?”
Emery looked his surprise at the
question, but replied without ask
ing any counter questions. "A few
ragged hills, pretty much like all
of this country down here, but with
more mesquite flats tucked among
the ridges.”
“Any trails through there?”
"Plenty of ’em. That was the sec
tion where the first silver strikes
were made, before anybody dis
covered that the copper business
was going to be the real thing.
Mine roads were cut through in a
lot of places.”
"Good. Now what about this
ranch of Bartell’s? Where is it lo
cated? To the west?”
"No. That's about due north of
here. Maybe seven or eight miles.”
"Toward Caliente Junction?”
"Same general direction. If you
take the road to Caliente you’ll
find a fork about four miles outa
town. The right-hand trail goes on
to the junction, but the left one
cuts around a mountain into Pueb
lo Canyon. Bartell set himself up
a ranch there on the mountain.
Used to spend quite a bit o’ time
there when the weather got too
hot.”
"Any other ranches near there?”
"Not a one. Why?”
"Two reasons. I’m trying to get
an idea about how Miss Bartell
is situated at the ranch, and I'm
trying to narrow the field a little
in locating Bartell’s munitions.”
Emery stared. ‘‘I don’t . . .”
“In a minute. Now what about
the country east of town? Any
mines in that direction? Or trails?"
"Nothin’ but rocks. Old lava beds.
The mine strikes have been west
and south. But what's . .
“I figure lt this way. There's
one lead that makes it look as
though the guns were hidden some
where to the west. Naturally Bar
tell bad to hide his stuff where it
would be accessible and yet safe
from detection. That means some
remote, place that is still close to
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"Look like we got callers.
Miss Helen.” he greeted. "I
don't like the looks o' things too
much. Any guns on hand?'*
"Snagg and Jess Ames are head
in' outa town.
They must have
saddled up while I was talkin’ to
you. Kranz won't open his trap
about lt, but that’s a giveaway ir
itself. He knows I’m kinda soft
on Helen Bartell, and he don’t fig
ure to let me know that he's sendin' anybody out after her.”
"Hey! What's all this?”
wanted to know.

Emery

"Tell him. Ed,” Frazer com
manded, heading for the door. "I'm
on my way."

Frazer Follows Trail
To the Bartell Place
For appearances’ sake ha man
aged to handle the business of hir
ing a horse without undue excite
ment. He even managed to keep
the sturdy animal at a calm pace
as he headed north out of Mesa
Verde on the trail the stage had
used. Once out of sight of town,
however, he put spurs to Ttis mount
and kept up a grueling pace until
he reached the fork of the trail.
The trail wound Into wooded,
mountain country where there was
less and less evidence of the dreary
wasteland so characteristic of the
border lands He had time to recog
nize the fact that Bartell had chos
en well ln picking his location for
a summer home, but for the most
part His attention was held by the
signs of the trail and the nature of
the country Just ahead.

Then he came upon something
which first puzzled him and then
brought added fears to the weight
of worry he was carrying. The two
riders who had preceded him had
left the trail of the buckboard. only
to return again with reinforcements.

Apparently some of the men who
had been trailing Archie Scott had
camped back there and had been
pressed into service by Snagg and
Ames for thia mission. There were
five men now between Frazer and
Helen Bartell.

He hesitated momentarily, then
sent his mount into the side trail
which must lead to the outlaw
camp. Even at the expense of s few
minutes' delay it might be worth
while to have the extra information.
Ce.talnly he did not want lo go
forward without knowing that his
rear was clear of enemies.
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

¥

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for .50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cento
each for earh line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so railed, 1. e. advertisements which
require the answers to he sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

Mrs. Wilbur Hilton Is employed
Mrs. Vernal C. Wallace was hon.
Muss Sylvia Farris spent the va
or guest Friday night at a stork cation with her brother, Robert ! at Jameson and Wallace.
shower given at the home of her ! Farris, Jr., and family in Bangoi. ' Deborah Moody celebrated her
sister-in-law. Mrs. B. F. Podkowa,
Rev. Albert I. Oliver is calling fourth birthday Feb 23 at her home
on Union street. Guests present in- i a meeting of the official board ol on Cole’s Hill with the following
eluded Mrs Elmer Small of Ash ! the Methodist Church Sunday little guests present: Becky and
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Point Mrs Eowdoin Miller, Mrs. j night at 7 30 in the church vestry. Patty Jones. Gary Barter. Sherry
N'o classified ads will br accepted without the cash and no book
trail he found the camp site A fire Russell Smith, Mrs. Stanley Rob
Bliss Fuller visited (Maynard Hills Leonard. Martha and Paul Flagg, keeping will be maintained for these ads.
still smoked, even though lt had
inson, Mrs Ella Creamer, Miss at Togus. Mrs. Millie Jones and Peggy-Jo Mayberry, Pamela and
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
been recently wet down and every
Ruth Creamer, Mrs. George Ingra Gertrude Hahn at Gardiner Gen Julie Waltz, Bonny Ralph. Pamela
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
thing pointed to a hasty departure
ham, Mrs Ansel Hilt. Mrs. Florence eral Hospital, Thursday
Jackson and Peter Genthner. Deb counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.
He was already turning his mount
when he saw something which Starrett and Mrs. Chester Wallace
A meeting for Dairymen was orah is the daughter of Mr. and
caught his attention. Lying beneath ail of this town and Miss Maxine held Thursday night at Seven Tree Mrs. P B Moody.
Refreshments
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
a tree was a length of material Grierson of South Thomaston.
Grange hall, sponsored by the were served and she received many
which showed dark stains. A wound
GOOD used 7.00x15 six-ply Tire
RANGE with oil burner. $22;
Mrs. Florence
Cummings of Farm Bureau. Oscar Wyman of :he ’ gifts.
ed man had been there, and he had
Cabinet Parlor Heater, coal. $15; for sale. $10. NEIL RUSSELL,
Norwich.
N.
Y„
who
has
been
guest
College of Agriculture of the Uni Warren Moody, a student at the Parlor Rocker and match chair. West Meadow Rd. Tel. 408. 25*27
recently had a change of bandages.
of her son and daughter-in-law, versity of Maine, was guest speak U. of M spent the week-end with $12: three-part Tailor’- lfirroi
Would that be the man who had
STUDEBAKER Champion, 1939
been nicked after the murder of Rev. and Mrs. Bruce Cummings at er, discussing forage crop farming. his parents, Mr. and Mrs P B $15. GULF STA., Head of Bay.
for sale; radio, heater, four new
parsonage, the past
25* lt
Archie Scott? Frazer found himself the Baptist
A meeting will be held Wednes | Moody.
tires and battery; will take reason
hoping that such would be the case. several weeks, and who left to re- day at Pioneer Grange Hall, East
CITY Home of six rooms for sale. able over $175. See JERRY BRIL
Mr. and Mrs David Moody spent
Maybe he could square up that lit um to her home Monday, Feb. 26, Union, by the Farm Bureau. Sub
Sunday visiting Mrs. Moody's par Garage, flush, near South S.hool, LIANT. Sfudley Apt. Tel. 8060
tle account while he was here.
25*lt
was honored Wednesday afternoon ject for discussion will be "Small
good repair, oil in kitchen stove,
ents in Washington
$2650 E W. COFFIN. Owl's Head.
The trail rounded a bend of the a: a tea given by Mrs.
Chester Fruits."
TO
you,
who
have
a
nice,
warm
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bartlett and ! Tel 551-W2.
25-26
valley ana he could see that it was Wyllie, at the Wyllie home, fol
home for your early Spring pigs,
Mrs. Maynard Lucas returned
son
of
Portland
spent
the
past
week
not far to where the lowland nar
lowing a choir rehearsal.
CEDAR Boat Boards and Cedar get yours now at the Piggery in
home Sunday from Connecticut, j with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
rowed into a canyon. He halted to
Posts for sale. STANLEY DRINK Rockville. MAURICE LEONARD.
Those from the Baptist Church where she was hospitalized and
survey the scene carefully, and as
Tel. 1502-M1.______________ 24-26
Floyd Steele
WATER. Tel. Belfast 340-M1.
Winter quarterly later visited with friends in
he did so his alert ear caught the attending the
25*27
Esther Aulis is on leave from her I
RABBIT Hound for sale, or will
flat bang of a gunshot. It seemed meeting of the Lincoln Baptist As Bridgeport
to regain strength
work at Moody’s Diner due to burns
MAN’S Bicycle, fcr sale; tailoor. swap for brooder stove or pig.
to come from somewhere above the sociation held
Thursday at the Cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
she received there.
tires, good condition, $15; also wed EBEN WATTS, Waldoboro. 24*26
canyon he was inspecting, and he Littlefield Memorial
Church in E Smith took Mrs. Lucas to At
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Koskela ding Dress, size 14. Tel. 8060. J
estimated it to be not more than
HOUSE. 9 rooms and garage in
Rockland were Mr. and Mrs. Ches tleboro, where she visited other
BRILLIANT.
25* lt
a quarter mile distant.
i and daughter were recent guests of 1
Thomaston, for sale, all conveni
ter Wyllie, Robert Wyllie, Rev. and cousins. Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Clark
ences, excellent condition, central
He put spurs to his bronc and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs Jonas
Mrs. Bruoe Cummings, Mrs. Flo for two days. Mr. and Mrs Ray
EGGS & CHICKS heating, best location. Apply
Koskela on Lower Friendship
drove headlong into the lower val rence Cummings, Mrs. Minnie Page,
mond Smith brought Mrs. Lucas
FRANK D. ELLIOT, Thomaston.
street.
ley, the sound of clattering hoofs
CLEMENTS Red-Rock Black
24-27
Miss Mary E. Kalloch and Miss home, then left immediately for
under him almost covering the
Pullets have proven highly prolitLottie B. Simmons
Sadie
Gammon
some
skiing
in
New
Hampshire.
IVANHOE Cabinet Pot Burner
sound of a second gunshot. Black
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gleason
Rev Hubert Swetnam and Rob
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much of a defense with no more
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holiday in this town.
shooting than that. The prospect
died Feb. 22 at her home in Friend shires, White Rocks, and Barred buffet. China closet for sale; also
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was more ominous than he liked to
Crosses available. Write today for small Thayer Baby Carriage used
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
C.
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think about.
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25-27
who drova the team.
PRODUCTS
CO.
Mrs. Chester Wallace.
ored pictures of growing vegetables
UPSTAIRS Flat to let; !6 Knox
THURSTON’S WHARF
Mrs. Edward Porss and daughter in that area, and of course sees crops.
Helen Realizes She
St.. Thomaston. H A MARR.
3(1 TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. 338
Miss Betty Forss and Mr and Mrs the Willis Moody, Srs., often, lor
Port Royal. Jamaica, once a pi
25*27
ROCKLAND, ME.
Has Acted Jealously
Eino Partinen of Ashby, Mass., they are located in the same resort. rate stronghold, was engulfed by a
1-tf
FOUR-Rocm downstairs Apt. to
Then she threw off the mood, on
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
let with flush and shower; also
The Dillaways at Hillcrest, where tidal wave in 1692.
the surface, at least, and began to
Charles Lunden
five-room upstairs Apt. with flush.
he passed so many Summers ol
talk. "Don't mind if Tm pretty |
MODERN eight-room House for
Italian street vendors sell bread Apply at 235 MAIN ST.
25-27 sale; all newly-papered and paint
The March meeting of the War recent years, received word of the
quiet, mister," she announced. ‘‘Tm I
held death. Feb. 13th, in Lakeland Fla., pudding, mushes and hot cakes
THREE-ROOM Partly-furnished ed; hot and cold water, bath, good
still not too happy about coming ren Woman’s Club will be
which the buyer eats on the street upstairs Apartment to let. New location, nice yard. Inquire 14
out here. I suppose it's for the best Thursday night at the home of
of Niven F Ladd, 73, of Washing
lltf
bathroom, hot and cold water; also James St. or TEL. 1519-M.
but . . . By the way, what’s your j Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs. L. Robert
comer.
ton, D. C, native of Warren. He
pleasant front room downstairs, to
name? In all the excitement I didn’t (
30 TONS Good Baled Hay for
MacKenzie will conduct a program was ill but a short time in the Mor
let. Near bus line.
Available sale. Will let it go for $20 per ton
think to ask you last night."
on Ireland. With Mrs. Vinal as rill Hospital, in Lakeland, Fla. The
WANTED
March 1. Apply to 10 ROCKLAND as wc need the space. Call JACK
The prospector twisted his brown
hostess will be Mrs. Parker Mc- body was brought to Washington,
ST.
35 27 DODGE at Rockland 8091 or
wrinkles into genial grin. • WenPAVING Block Cutters wanted,
slow,” he replied cautiously. "But Kellar and Mrs. Donald Mathews. D.
14tf
C, for the funeral services, for Wisconsin. Transp paid. Apply '"UNFURNISHED 2d-floor 5-room 157-W3.
The rank of page will be con which were held Saturday, Feb. 17.
termilk Wenslow."
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath,
M.
S.
EMPIjOYMENT OFFICE. Apt. to let; hot water furnished,
"That's an odd one Is Butter ferred tonight Feb. 27, by Georges
25*27 oil heat. Adults only. Wrte R L„ for sale Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
He was formerly employed by a Main St
milk your real name or ls it just!
% The Courier-Gazette.
25*27 AVE. No information by phone.,
River Lodge, K of P.
street railway company in Wash
WANTED to Rent — Unfur
one of those things that happen to ’
145tf
FLOOR Sander. Polisher, Paint
Miss Joan Maxey was home from ington, and was in government nished, single House in Camden.
people out here?"
Sprayer. Wallpaper Steamer. Out
He grinned again. “Just a handle. I Westbrook Junior College, for the work during the war. He leaves Rockport, Rockland or Thomaston,
board Motor to let. MAIN ST.
They hung that on me because o’ week-end.
one son, Francis Ladd of Washing, near bus line. Reliable party, can HARDWARE CO
23tf
The members of the Riverside ton, D. C, one daughter, Mrs. Mar give best of references. TEL.
my drinkin’ habits. It’s about the
THREE-ROOM
unfurnished
Apt.
Thomaston
139-4.
25*27
only thing I ain’t been knowed to Club plan
a bowling party for garet Prohaska also of that city,
MAN would like Clerical or to let at 8 Elm street on street floor.
swaller."
Wednesday night, with the follow, and three grandchildren, and one
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
Shipping
Clerk Position. Write Heat, hot and cold water furnished.
He seemed to realize that she
ing committee named for arrange brother.
Apply to MRS. MAYO at the Elms
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
P O BOX 11, West Rockport.
was blowing off her anger In con
12 Elm St., City.
23-25
ments. Mr. ad Mrs. Leroy McClus
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
23*35
versational steam, and they went j
Three persons escaped serious
~ FURNISHED Heated Apt. to let.
REPAIRS
on up the trial with the girl doing ! key, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith and injury Saturday afternoon in a car
DOORMAN wanted for full time
Two large rooms with bath. NewANY TYPE OF WELDING
most of the talking. Buttermilk i Mr. and Mrs. George Buck.
and pick-up truck crash on route work, must be draft exempt; also | electric range, telephone in hall,
Wenslow was actually beginning to
The mid-week Baptist cottage 90, two miles from Warren village. ushers. Apply in person to MGR., 11
enjoy himself by the time they had prayer meeting will be held Wed
a. m. to 4 p. m. No phone infor plenty of hot water, plenty of
climbed the grade and swung into nesday night at the home of Mr. Damage to the front end of the car mation. Park Theatre.
22tf clothesline room. Rubbish disposed
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
of for no charge. $10 a week.
driven by Henry P. Groth, 18, of
the narrow level space behind the
TEL. 202-W
and Mrs. Waino Lehto.
Another
furnished
Apt.
to
let
log house. Even an old man could
Dow Field. Bangor, and Waldoboro,
I-tf
with flush. Two unheated rooms,
The 57th anniversary of Ivy
WANTED!
get a lot of pleasure out of being
was estimated by State Police, at
$5.00 per week. V. F. Studley, 77
in the company of a girl like Helen Chapter, O E. S., will be observed $250, and to the rear of the War
50 Customers for March To Buy
Park St. Tel. 8060 or 1234 .
21tf
DOUBLE Tenement House at 57
at the stated meeting, Friday, lolBartell.
ren Telephone Company truck dri Melville Clothing for men, women
SANDING Machine and polisher Gleason St, Thomaston, te sal?;
He stabled the team while Helen lowing a 6.30 covered dish supper.
and children. Contact
ven by William F. Partridge, 57, of
took over the task of getting herself !
to let- Inquire at SEA COAST about an acre of land and small
EVELYN ST. CLAIR, Agent
Friends have heard from Irving Warren, as $100
If you need a ho..?,
PAINT CO.. 440 Main St.
2tf barn
established, the sounds from the
Owl’s Head, Tel. 837-M2
house indicating that Juanita was j
Partridge was entering route 90,
SIX Rooms and bath, unfur this ls a fine investment. Contact
H B. KALER, Washington. Tel.
a little embarrassed that her mis- j with one o’ these here hawglegs"
from the driveway of the Oscar
PRACTICAL Nurse wants Posi nished Apartment to let. Adults 5-2S__________ _____________ 71 tf
The two strangers were within a
tress should have arrived to find
Holmbcrg place when the accident tion. hospital experience, 75c per only. TEL. 147-W. after 5 p. in.
FOR SALE—Have a few used
hundred feet of the house when the
Miguel doing nothing to earn his
16U
happened, state police said. He hour. BERTHA CASSENS. Tel.
White Oil and Gas Combination
wages. Wenslow chuckled to him smaller man made a quick gesture
23-W.
21tf SMALL Furnished Apartments to Stoves, Some Black Stovee, with Oil
self and kept out of sight until to his wounded companion. Instant received bruises on the back of the
ANTIQUES & Used Furnishings let. Apply ln person, 11 JAMES Burners. Electric Stove, Used Deep
matters had quieted down, then he ly Wenslow raised his rifle and head when thrown against the glass
129tf Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
WEAVER'S, 91 Main St,. St.
yelled, "Pull up right there, com- in the door on the right, hand side wanted.
moved across toward the house.
HEATED and unheated furnished tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
Thomaston, or call Rockland
It was then that he saw the flick- j padres. There's a slug fer any of the cab.
1181-M.
18-25 Apts., to let. V. F STUDLEY, 77 cheap. If you are looking for some
er of movement down the valley, j waddy what gits too close.”
Passenger in the car with Groth
Part St. Tela. 8060 or 1234.
Itf used stuff, we have lt at prices you
Out
of
the
corner
of
his
tense
WASTE Paper and Tires wanted.
There were riders on the back
can afford to pay. I also bave I
was Richard Russell, 19, of Waldo
ROOMS
Board
by
day
or
week
mouth
he
muttered
to
Helen
Bar

MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 T
trail. For a moment he wondered
reasonably-priced Farms that I
WEBBER
’
S
INN.
Tel.
B4O-1
Thcmboro,
the
two
enroute
from
Ban
left-handed
St._________________________ 12tf cstnr
if that tall young fellow had de tell, "Its the little
will sell. Whatever you need, see
cided to follow Helen Bartell, but jasper. I reckon you know him, gor to Waldoboro.
Kaler.
HAROIJJ B.
KAT.fr,
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
then he knew that no swain would don’t you?”
Washington. Me Tel. 5-25. Open
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
A pinch of powdered alum makes Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel
The girl stared in some surprise.
come on such errand with so much
385 days every year.
49tf
company. There must have been j "I don't know him at all,’’ she de jellies "jell" more easily.
1680. EVA AMES
22 27
WE have some reasonably-priced
three or four men down the valley. nied. "Why did you stop them?
used cars for sale. If you do not
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
Showing surprising agility for a That man is wounded and needs
want to buy one, perhaps you have
pers, books, magazines, corrugat
LOST
AMD
FOUND
man of his years he dssned into the help."
one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
ranch house, keeping his voice sur-|
some horse trading, sell on time
Wenslow had no opportunity to
FEMALE brown and white Hound AVE., City._________________ 147tf
payments, ln fact we do anything
prisingly calm. "Looks like we got j explain. Already the little man lost in vicinity of No. Cushing or
LOGS wanted—Spruce, Pine and
to please. HAROLD B. KALER,
I have a remarkable Oppor
callers. Miss Helen,” he greeted. ( was shouting a complaint. “Yo' South Warren.
Please notify M. Hemlock. For Fall and Winter de
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25. National
"1 don't like the looks o’ things too i hadn’t ought hold us up like this,
T. HALL, Friendship.
25-27 livery. Highest cash prices. PASStunity-Buy for an
ambitions
Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance.
much. Any guns on hand?"
mister. My pardner's been shot
MORE LUMBER CO. Tel. Camden
4SW
She stared ln some surprise. I Ain’t yo' goin’ to give us a bit e'
2330.
______________________
128-tf
person at low price—A retail
MISCELLANEOUS
"What do you mean?”
help?’’
TOP prices paid for all kinds of business, good volume, excellent
"Jest what I said. I spotted |
' We'll help them." Helen Bartell
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
INSTRUCTION, Male. Will talk junk Iron, steel, metals, batteries
three-four men down the valley and i said swiftly.
to reliable men, mechanically in- and rags. MORRIS GORDON * location. Must sell,
Walks, Steps, Pests, Flreplaeen,
headin'
this
way.
Any
rifles
“We ain't doin’ nothin’ o' the cined, who want to train spare time SON, 6 T 8t. Tel. 123-W.
12tf
Mooring Stones snd Chain, Ash
around?”
kind,” Wenslow retorted grimly. for welding, metal work, refinish
ANTIQUES, Glass. China, Fumllar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
"But what makes you think they
'That big jigger told me to look { ing in Auto Body-Fender Repair ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted.
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
WEST FAJRM AGENCY.
would be dangerous?”
out sharp for a little left-handed ing. Will not interfere with your CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove
gladly submitted. Ns obligation.
INC.
"Everybody's dangerous around critter. And I'm lookin’ out.” He' job
For information and FREE Tel. Rockland 103_______________ Itf
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
these parts. Anyhow mat rug feller i raised his voice to demand. "Who Book, give address, age, working
Charles E. King, Rep.
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
WASHING Machine and Wringer
told me to take good care o’ you. ; else is with you?”
han A Son), Clark Island, Me,
hours. AUTO-GRAFTS TRAIN Roll Repairing. Pick up and de
Phone Camden 8537
Where’s a gun that'll, amount to!
Tel. Rockland 21-W3 er Tenant’s
ING. % The Courier-Gazette.
TO BE CONTINUED
liver. Tel. 877, Rockland. BITLER
1-T-tf
I
Harbor 58-1A
al-tf
somethin' ? I never could hit nothin’ j Coarruht. IS4T. Kuscim X. Hi-iiu
25*27 CAS * BOMS BUPPLT.
Itf

BODY and FENDER
WORK

*

♦

*

w

Rowling’s Garage

*

AN

UNUSUAL BUY!

*

*
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VINALHAVEN
MRS ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 85

voted to cards, first honors going
to Mrs. Florence Smith, second,
Mrs. Sada Robbins, third Mrs. Dora
Boman. Mrs. Eugene Vaughn was
special guest.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walker,
sons Ronnie and Robert are visit
ing relatives at Portland.
Mrs. Alice Osgood visited in
Rockland Friday.
The Birthday Club was enter
tained Friday night by Mrs. Gladys
Coombs at her home on High street
Supper was served at 6 o'clock and
the evening pleasantly passed with
various kinds of handiwork.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson,
children Jeffy, Susan and David
were guests last week of Mis. PeT
tenon's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. Peterson.
Fred Greenlaw who has been a
patient for five weeks at Knox Hos
pital, Rockland, recently returned
to his home here.
Miss Leda Orcutt and brother
Robert of Portland are guests of
their grandmother, Mrs. Laura
Skoog.
Another in the series of enter
tainments being given under the
auspices of the Farm Bureau lor
the benefit of the Dental Clinic
and school Hot Dish program was
the open house held Thursday af
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Alex
Hood with Mrs. Hood, Mrs. Cora
Miles, Mrs. Hazel Dyer and Mrs.
Josephine Hopkins as hostesses.
Sandwiches, fancy cakes and tea
were served. A large number were
present and the occasion was very
pleasant and successful. The dain
tily decorated cake made and giv
en by Mrs. Arthur Brown was won
by Mrs. Cora Miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ames left Sat
urday for Boston and New York,
fiom there they will go by plane
to Hollywood Cal., where they will
visit Mr. Ames’ sister Mrs. Laurel
Geary.
Adult chest x-rays will be given
today and Wednesday under the
auspices of the Island Community
Medical Services, Inc., at Dr. Ralph
Eai-les office, with the aid of three
technicians from the State Health
and Welfare Deparment. This ser
vice is available to residents of
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Matinicus and Criehaven.
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The Cascade Alleys
Unpredictable Worms Go
From the Sublime To the
Pay Counter

some of the boys a bit scared that
there would be no stopping the
Worms from now on, but after
their performance on Wednesday
the other teams changed their
minds and came to the conclusion
that anybody can beat them from
now on. if they couldn’t do better
than the 1278 they produced on
this occasion
The only one to hold up at all
was Captain Wymie who managed
to ring up a 235, but his teammates
were so far off the trolley that
their spark was gone entirely. Cap
tain Wymie's high single of 115 in
the last effort allowed the Worms to
worm one point out of the match,
but Captain Wym couldn’t drag his
: team along single handed and they
went down to a 37 pin defeat, ac
companied by a doleful shaking of
heads by the Worms and a loud
"Quack. Quack. Quack" by the
Ducks.
But Captain Wymie still main
tains he has a good team and they
say you can't keep a good team
down so we will see what we will
sec Si, si.
Ducks—Miller 262, Loveless, for
Drew. 239. Nelson 246. Poole 291,
Ducky 277, total 1315.
Worms—Bickford 239, Rae 255,
Mills 238, Sanborn 251, Guilford
295. total 1278.
• • • •
Games
Points
L.
W.
W. L.
2
12
Ducks
6
20
15
13
Pirates
4
3
4
14
18
Worms
4
17
6
11
Ganders
1

THAT OLD
WAINSCOTING
id YOU know that you esn

D hang wallpaper over wains
coting? Quite a few families live
in old houses with wainscoting in
the kitchen or elsewhere, hating it
cordially and wondering what they
can do about it, short of ripping
it out—an expensive procedure.
If you're in that spot, here’s a
possible solution:

Can’aln Wymie and his Worms
hit the ceiling with an all season
high in pmfall at Cascade Alleys
last Wednesday night when they
toppled 120 of the thin sticks and
reached the coveted 500 mark in
the last string, beating the be
fuddled Ganders by 80 pins and
leaving the old Goose in a dither of
repressed emotion and frustration.
Captain Wymie led the attack
with an astonishing total of 333
beating out the Goose by 53 of
those 80 pins, while each of his
teammates followed suit by "beat
ing his man” enough to make up
the balance, with the lone excep
tion of Doc Mills who was nosed
out of his victory by a couple of
Cover the wainscoting with a
pins by that erratic bad boy of the
dry building felt, fastening it se
alleys, Don Kalloch, who no matter
curely with small tacks spaced six
where he bowls, or how he bowls.
inches apart in every direction.
Apply glue-sizing to the felt and
or when he bowls, always has to
paste on paperhanger’s muslin.
The 1951 Dodge Coronet four-door sedan has a wider windshield and wider rear window for
end up by making a visit to the
Now you’ll find that you easily
improved driver vision. Bumpers and bumper guards are larger and the grille and hood are of a new
cashier to pat- for the other fellow’s
can hang the wallpaper of your
modern design. All 1951 Dodge cars are equipped with the new, more comfortable riding Oriflow
bowling.
choice on the muslin. The build
»hock absorbers. The model shown above is available with Gyro-Matic shift-free transmission.
"Pete" Peterson, back from the
ing felt base has sufficient flexi
wars, was right in the forefront of
bility to counteract any expansion
1 this one for his 292 was second
and contraction of the wainscoting
birthday, which is March 3.
cards, thus preventing cracking
best of the evening and he was
The K P organization sponsored
r ‘be wallpaper.
readily accepted as a first class
a dance last Saturday night. Music
substitute for Harold Arey who
MRS. BARBARA ADAMS
The narwhal, a 20-foot Arctic
was furnished by Goose Arey.
was out measing the ice in Round
Correspondent
____ By Carol Lane _____
whale, is characterized by a huge
Sandwiches, cake and ice cream
Pond to see if he could cut as much
Women's Travel Authority
tusk projecting straight from its
were served. There were two door
Telephone 75-13
ice there as he did in thc Cascade
head like a horn.
prizes,
boxes
of
candy
won
by
Eddie
You can pack your hubby’s
Alleys.
bag as efficiently as your own—
Friends are saddened to hear of Beverage, Jr„ and Irven Slone
On thc other side Captain
and do him a welcome favor—■
the dea’h of Mrs. Nellie Baird last The lucky ticket on a cake drawn Wymie had no cause to complain
if you’ll remember these sug
off later in the evening was held
week.
gestions.
about his subs not coming across
Make a check list of every
Mrs. Stanley Quinn and infant by Teddy Adams.
with the goods, for Bickford, bowl
thing he needs to take along
Tuesday
is
the
day
set
for
North
son Stanley, Jr., returned home
ing for Grimes who was laid up
so that you don't forget any
from Camden Community Hospital Haven citizens who wish to go to following a minor surgical operation,
thing.
Vinalhaven
for
the
purpose
of
last Friday.
turned in a better than average
To keep his shirt collars
There’s more tea
Almon Ames was in town for the x-rays.
from muss
score while Herb Loveless, bowling
School reopened Monday after a for Link Sanborn who was sojourn
ing, pack his
week-end recently.
socks and
Mr. and Mrs. William Hurd (Co week’s recess.
ing for a few days in Water
extra hand
rice Gillis) who were recently mar
Miss Elaine Gillis has returned ville. had enough “body English" on »
kerchiefs
in*
ried in Orono have returned to home from a weeks vacation in the ball to land in fifth place
s i d e the
West Buxton.
North Haven.
collars. Old
Worms—Bickford, for Grimes,
North Haven Grange sponsored
socks
252, Rae 289. Mills 270, Loveless, for ,
Crop
damage
in
Iraq
from
Sum

slipped over
a dance last week at the Grange
Link. 276, Wymie 333, total 1420
his shoes
Hall. Sandwiches, cake and home mer floods on the Tigris and Eu
Ganders—MacDonald 235, Young
will keep
made ice cream was served. Cake phrates rivers now is estimated at 261, Kalloch 272. Peterson, for H I
them from soiling other items.
was won by Elliot Brown and the between $10,090,600 and $15,000,- Arey. 292. Goose 280. total 1340
If your husband uses an
quilt by Ann Grant. Music was 000
That 1420 that the Worms tallied |
electric razor, don’t forget to
furnished by Cuddy, Mcllie, Ber
The U. S. Bureau of Mines says pack a safety razor, shaving
Monday
looked awfully good up to I
Mata Hart’s real name was Marand brush too. Some
nard and Harvey.
most U. S. mine fires arc checked cream
Wednesday
night and it really had
garetha
Gertruida
Zelle.
hotels don't have the proper
Arthur Emerson has been ap
before they do serious damage.
current or lack electric outlets
pointed Health Officer. All com
in the bathrooms.
municable diseases are to be re
THE CAMDEN FIRE INS. ASSO.
Other items which may come
Camden, N. J.
ported to him at once.
in handy are: extra book
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
matches, a knife-corkscrewTheodore Adams was guest of
Real Estate,
$335.158 68 bottle opener combination,
his father, Forrest Adams in Thom
Mortgage Loans,
148.874.27 miniature whisk broom, nail
aston during vacation.
Stocks and Bonds
24,931.107.20 clippers and fingernail file,
Stewart Baird returns to Mit
Lash m Office and Bank. 2.297.426.02 small sewing kit complete with
Agents’ Balances,
2966,472.09 extra buttons for his shirts, chell Field Thursday. He was called
Interest and Rents,
85.846.17 talcum powder and aspirin.
home because of the death of his
All Other Assets,
204,677.38 '
A little surprise such as a
mother, Mrs. Nellie Baird.
new pocket novel, pack of
The Pythian Sisters are sponsor
Gross Assets,
$30,369,561.81 ' cards or tbe latest family snap
ing
the Heart Campaign ip North
Deduct items not ad
shots will mazp him think of
mitted,
Haven. Heart boxes are to be
104,06158 you while he’s away.
placed in all the public places.
Admitted.
$30,265.510 28
Mrs. Priscilla Brown and Mrs.
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1950
FIDELITY A ND DEPOSIT COM
Ruth Thayer are to be guests of
Net
Unpaid
Losses,
$3,854,789.87
PANY OF MARYLAND,
honor at a stork shower at tbe K
Unearned Premiums, 14.312.621.54
Baltimore (3), Maryland
! All Other Liabilities,
of P hall next Wednesday night.
1.074.26058
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1950
! Cash Capital,
2,500,000.00
All the ladies in North Haven are
‘ I’ve driven Dodqe cars for years...know
Real Estate.
$2,575,895.68
for Conflagra
invited.
Stocks and Bonds,
39,537,464.96 Reserve
tion,
1,000.000.00
Cash in Office and Bank, 5284.647.57
Mrs. Mabelle Stone who recently
over all Liabili
from experience that you just cant beat a
Agents’ Balances,
1,854.929.01 Surplus
underwent a serious operation in
ties.
7,523.83829
Interest and Rents,
137,700 60
e'er opportunely Maine General Hospital, Portland,
All Other Assets,
198.326.40
Dodqe for DEPENDABILITY”
Total Liabilities and
would be very pleased to hear from
foryourself
Surplus,
$30.26551028
Gross Assets,
her friends, especially on her
49588.964.22
25-T-31
Deduct items not ad
—Soys Don B Alford, Chicago,
mitted.
213,740 18
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Z
Admitted,
$49,375,224.04
Kansas City, Missouri
(Answer next time) *
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Net Unpaid Losses,
$5,278,165.78 I Mortgage Loans,
$156,716.7
7 8 Q 10
Unearned Premiums, 15,147,205.60 Stocks and Bonds,
S
42.982,638.1
j1 2. 3 4 5
All Other Liabilities,
3.613,41827 I Cash in Office and Bank, 4,671570.7
L 14
12
< Cash Capital,
3,000.000.00 Agents’ Balances,
II
283.870.1
Special Surplus Funds, 2,213,000.00 Interest and Rents,
232,747.1
Surplus over all Lia
Ib
’ All Other Assets,
4' 2.629X
»••••'
bilities,
20,123.434.39 |
w
”1
i 18
20
21
22
DfPtNDABUin)
Total Admitted Assets, $48,736,172.23
Total Labilities and
Ws
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1350
Surplus,
$49,375,224.04 Net, Unpaid Losses,
2b w 27
14
$23,176,537.34
25-T-31 Unearned Premiums, 10.629.761 79
w
w 31
29 30
2ft
4.930.873.10 '
HEARTHSTONE INSURANCE CO. All Other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
2.000,000.(
w;
OF MASSACHUSETTS
33
34
32
120 Bovlston St., Boston 16, Mass. Surplus over all Lia
bilities,
8,000,000.00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
35
BondsiAmortized Value), $335,474.68
^Cash in Office and Bank, 57.331.62 Total Liabilities and
i7
3b
42"
38
39 40 41
Surplus,
$48,736,172.23
J
■Bills Receivable,
1,379.29
________________
25-T-31
W
W
Interest and Rents,
773.42
45 \\\\ 4b
41
44
All Other Assets,
6212.10 UNION FARMERS MUTUAL EIRE
w
INSURANCE COMPANY
52 S3
Mb
49
50 51
47
Gross Assets,
$401271.11
Union, Maine
w
AXYV
Deduct items not admitted, 7,691.39
•ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1950
56
57
56
55
Cash in office and bank, $2,037.79 : 54
W
Admitted,
$393,579.72 Assessments unpaid,
7.50
bo
bi
59
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
Net Unpaid Losses,
$15,892.74
Gross cash assets,
$2,045.29
11 1“
bl
65
Unearned Premiums,
yi
51,302.47
LIABHJTIES. DEC 31, 1950
J
All Other Liabilities,
11,65123 50 percent cash premium, $384.62
bi
Cash Capital.
200,000.00
bb
Surplus overall LiabihTotal Liabilities,
$384.62 ;
4 ties.
114,733.28
Net cash assets,
1,669 67
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Premium notes subject to
14-Cauterite
48-Domesticate
1-Prank
Total Liabilities and
assessment,
15,385.00
18- A fish (pi.)
50-Epochs
6-Fracture
(393,579.72 Deduct all assessments
Surplus,
19- Large deer
52-lndefinite article
11-A debt overdue and
^vtwvihim; about this great new *51 Dodge—
22T28
AWT
<
and payments,
1,691.15
54-Afternoon party
20- Period of time
unpaid
j the way it looks, feels, rides and handles
NEW KIND OF RIDE! New Oriflow shock
GYRC-MATIC, lowest priced automatic
21- Thaw
56- Used in negation
13-Perfume
—tells you that here’s a tar that's built to last.
IE LIMBER MUTUAL ETRE
absorbers let vou float down roads so
transmission lets vou drive without
Balance due on premium
24-A pastry
57- Nothing
15- Oiving water-bird
INS. CO. of BOSTON. MASS.
bad thev stop other tars No wheel
shifting, safer, too. betause vou retain
It's a cai that's shinning to look at. with
notes,
$13,693.85
58- Prefix Before
26-Flow of the waves
16- lvory cubes
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1950
"hop’' or bounce, no pitch or side-sway.
full control of thc cai at all times.
plenty ol head, leg anti shoulder room-a car
3O-Happening
17- Unit of intensity of
59- Knocks
James L. Dornan, Treasurer
■al Estate,
$225,149.12
that's engineered Irom bumper to bumper to
33- Weight measure
illumination (Elec.) 61- Companion
22T28
ocks and Bonds,
5,703,089.40
last longer, go farther and deliver more miles
62- Ancient sect of Jews 34- Dine
18- Evening (Poet.)
jm?i dollar over thc years to tome.
kSh in Office and Bank, 748269.95
f?5i Dependable
64-Told
36- Soothe
2O-Restrain
Famous Dodge Fluid Drive, with its smoother
312982.76 ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 22- Monetary unit (abbr.) 66- Cries
ents’ Balances,
37- Full of moisture
starts an«l stops, cushions" all moving parts from
Spend
Five
Minutes
With
Us
23.787.17
67- lmitator«
terest and Rents.
38- Persia
23- Because
engine to the rear wheels—adds to the life of
T|ELlRjM| 1
21.291.14
40-Gem stone
24- Skin
Tive short minutes behind the wheel will tell ton
I Other Assets,
vour Dodge. helps give better tire mileage, lowers

Nancy Adams was hostess to a
few school friends Friday afternoon
to cele'oratc her tenth birthday. The
guests were Doris Doughty, Martha
Lou Robinson, Valeric Orcutt, LucyBickford, Patsy Smith, Barbara
Webb, Mary Chandler, Georgianna
Hansen and Van Conway. Games
were enjoyed and the party ended
pleasantly with the traditional
birthday cake and ice c^eam.
Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl and sons
Jack and Dennis who have been
guests of her parents Capt. and
Mrs. Stillman Osgood returned Fri
day to their home at Thomaston.
Fred Swanson was in town from
Worcester to spend the week-end,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Carlson.
The Washington Club which was
organized on Feb. 22, 1208 held its
customary Washington's Birthday
observance Friday at the home of
Mrs. F. V. Muilen, Pleasant street
with an all day session. A turkeydinner and supper was served. The
table centerpiece was a miniature
life-like reproduction of George
and Martha Washington made by
Mrs. Eva Smith a feature of the
menu was the appropriately deco
rated Washington’s birthday cake
made by Mrs. A. M. Miller. The af
ternoon was pleasantly passed with
sewing, crocheting and playing
canasta. A social evening was en
joyed. Members present were Mrs.
Scott Littlefield, Mrs. l. C. Smith,
Mrs. George Newbert, Mrs. Mullen,
Mrs. F. H. Winslow, three of whom
were charter members of the Club.
Mr. Littlefield and Mr. Newbert
were special guests.
Mrs. Madeline Smith was hostess
to the E.OT.’s Thursday night tor
Dessert Bridge at her heme on At.
lantic avenue. First honors were
won by Mrs. Erdine Chilles, second
by Mrs. Evie Hennigar.
There will be no Wednesdaynight Church service. Feb. 28
at the church vestry as the meeting
of the Church Council wiil be held
at that time. Any member of the
committee who have reports to
make, if unable to be present are
asked to send the report.
Mrs. James Howard, who was a
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. James
Barton has returned to Westerly,
Rhode Island.
Mrs. Beulah Drew was hostess to
the “Bridge 8” Thursday night at
her home on High street. Supper
was served, the table being attract
ively decorated
appropriate to
Washingtons Birthday, the favors
were tiny cherry trees and hatchets
and miniature figures of George
Washington. The evening was de

TipsonTouring

NORTH HAVEN

These Tea-Bags are Better!
and finer
quality tea in
a

■

a

»

TEA-BAGS

ii

ME THIS

DODGE

for long life... dependability'

>

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD

Herds why Dodge delivers
more miles per dollar

I

EiRHaTN

Admitted.
$7,034,568.54
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1950
t Unpaid Losses.
$316,32295
learned Premiums,
2.441915.51
I Ottier Liabilities,
250.29991
rplus over all Lia
bilities,

4,026,030.17

>tal Liabilities and
Surplus.
$7,034.56854
C. MORAN CO., INC., Agents,
5 Main St.,
Rockland, Me.
19-T-25

r

25-Greek god of war
27- Steamship (abbr.)
28- Sm
29- Low island or reef
31- For fear that
32- Superlative suffix
34- Greek letter
35- Musical drama
37-Gain
39-Summit
43- Nobleman
44- Pig-pen
46- Saucy
47-A country of Europe

(abbej

VERTICAL
1- A lily
2- Awakens
3- Next month (Latin
abbr.)
4- Even (eontr.)
5- Egyptian god
6- A degree (abbr.)
7- Crimson
8- Girl's name
9- Addresses
10-Part of a ship (pi.)
12-Rant

41- Foot-like organ
42- Beginner
44— Place
45- Japanese coin
47-Cover scatteringly
49-Change place
51-A vegetable
53—Wants
55-Altar end of a church
58-Top of the head
60- A month (abbr.)
61— Chart
63-Provinee of Canada
(abbr.)
66-Muocal not*

whv this is thc tar for you—for thc years ahead.

You'll hud that the new Oiiflow Shock Alisnrbers
not only give you a lrul\ nne kind of ride—but
the resulting smoothness and freeilom from wheel
“hop" and “bourne" mean less tar wear, prolong
tai life. Driving is easier, safer, tension free.

maintenance costs.

Come In Today

See how vou tould pav $1,000 more for a tar
and still not gei all the extra room, handling
ease, rugged de|*endahility of this new ’51 I lodge

DODGf
Just o few do Oort moro than tha
lowott-pricod son

NELSON BROTHERS - 515 Main Street, Rockland

3*

fiWay.

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MISS HELEN M RICH
Correspondent

MRS. HENRY DODGE
Correspondent

Telephone 2214

Tel. Camden 2879

MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3
Green street, including Ludwig,
Mechanic and Cross, Miss Lois
Hastings: Main street, residences,
from Masonic Temple to Gillchrest
street. Mrs. Leland Moran: Upper
B echwood street to Henry's. Mrs.
Herbert Lewis; I.ower Beechwood
street, frem Corner, Mrs Albert
Hall; Henry's to Town Line. Miss
Anna Dillingham; Upper Knox
street. Mrs Leila Smalley: lower
Knox street, Mrs. Zenas Melvin;
Gay and Dunn street-. Miss Helen
Adams; Elliot and Water streets,
from Bridge to Depot, Mrs Stan
ley Miller: Brooklyn Heights to
Cashing Line. Muss Helen McLain:
Thatcher and Caroline streets.
Mrs. Myles We-ton; Gleason street
Including Lawrence avenue . nd
Roxbury street, Mrs. Shirley Wil
liams; Fluker street. Mr- Adelle
Roes; Main street from Gillehrist
to Pine, including Gillehrist, Mrs
Lillian Comery; Frin, Dwight and
Elm streets. Mrs. Edward Fetteroli;
Main street from Pine to Broadway
Apartments, Pleasant and Fish,
Mrs. Arthur Harjula; High street,
including Marsh road. Mrs Luther
Glidden; Pine street. Mrs. Rollo
Butler: Meadow road from Broad
way Apartments, to Morse's Cor
ner. Darrell Bowdish will solicit
the business section.

Miss Anita Burton spent the
week-end with her sister. Miss
Priscilla Burton, who is attending
Farmington State Teachers' Col
lege.
The Band Parents Club will
meet Wednesday night at the
High School building
David Wolfe celebrated his sev
enth birthday Thursday afternoon
by entertaining a few friends at
his home on Green street. Invited
were John Miller, Jon Grafton.
John Sawyer, John Ludwig. Nor
man Whitehill. Norman K.illoch,
Ronald Linscott, James Winslow,
all of Thomaston, and John Melquist, and John Conant of Rock
land. Games were played and
prizes were won by John Melqulst and John Miller. Decora
tions were in keeping with Valen
tine’s Day.
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Smith have
closed their home on Main street
and gone to Searsport to live with
their daughter.
Mrs. Ray Tillner of Hamburg.
N. Y., is guest of her mother. Mrs
Geneva Moran
Mrs Stella Collamore has re
turned home after spending the
Winter at Fall Ri; er. Mass.
William T. Smith, Jr., Clayton
Howard and Darold Hocking at
tended the regional meeting -f the
Lions Clubs in Brunswick Sunday-

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mrs Wilbur Mank. Mrs. Merlin
Eugley, Mrs. Carlton Weaver and
Bernice and Gertrude Newbcrt are
taking the nurse's course at Wal
doboro.
Mrs George Reynolds and fam
ily of Thomaston spent Thursday
with her father. Cleveland Walter.
Don't forget to listen at Worship
Time Saturday at 1.45 p. m. over
WRDO, Augusta. Rev. Alice Hart
of the Methodist Church will bring
the message. The music will be fur
nished by Orff Corner and North
Waldoboro choirs. A solo will be
sung by Gladys Ghigi and Elsie
Lawson.
The Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Methodist Church
met with Maude Mank. A delici
ous fish chowder was served at noon
by Margaret Newbert and was en
joyed by all. Mrs. Wilbur Mank
presented a gavel to Mrs. Margaret
Newbert. The gavel was made by
Mrs. Mank.
There were eight
present and three children, one
guest, Mrs. Isa Teague of Warren.
The next meeting will be Wednes
day. March 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman
spent Tuesday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Levander Newbert.
Jean Robinson spent Thursday
with Donna Mank.
Sherwood Reynolds of Thomaston
was guest for several days of his
grandfather. Cleveland Walter.
Mr and Mrs. Lexton Mank re
turned home Sunday after spending
two months with their daughter
and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs Lewis
Fritseher in Barre. Mass.
Charlotte Orff and Esther Lawson have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Bowman in Washington

Red Cross Drive
The Red Cr • Drive ha, a quota
of $932 94. Since the need this
year is very ur_ent the town will
be thoroughly can; a d. Officer
are: Treasurer. R.cha 1 O. Elliot,
drive chairman. M
Kenneth
Kev'
inson. Mrs. Warren Everett, Mrs
Zena' Melvin, Mi- Alfred Starr.
Solicitors. Mrs. Woodrow Wilson
and Mrs. Corydon Adams, Oyster
River road from Shaw's Filling
Station, Mrs. Charles Grover:
Shaw's Filling Station to South
Warren bridge. Miss Martha Jack:
Shaw's Filling S’ ti n to Ship
street, including Shibles Lane. MrAlbert Welch: Main treet from
Ship to Wadsworth, Mrs. Dougla
Vinal; Wadsworth and Kossuth
streets. Mrs. Martha Carter; Main
street, from Wadsworth to Booker.
Booker. North and Georges, Mrs.
Frank Hallowell; Main street from
Booker to Masonic Temple, North
Side. Mrs. Oliver Hahn; Main
street from Schoo! street, to Green,
South Side. Miss Jane Miller: Hyler
street, from Knox,
including
School, Miss Dorothy Brennan;

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

PORT CLYDE
Simuel Leighton who attended
National Canners’ Convention in
Chicago has arrived home.
Mrs. Rose Seavey. daughter Dora
and Lionel Heal of Boston, spent
the week-end at the New Ocean
House.
George Montgomery of Cashing
is building a boat for Clarence
Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts and
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Wood, who
attended the Ice Follies in Boston
have arrived home.

Produced by
HARRIET PARSONS
Directed by
GEORGE MARSHALL
WILLIAM DEMAREST* ANDY DEVINE
GIGI PERREAU • NATALIE WOOD
PHILIP OBER • JACK KIRKWOOD

Till RS.. FKI

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1044 Cltv
tf
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Glen Cove Grange Hall
Refreshments Served
COME ONE!

COME ALL!

DAN

DAILEY
DANNY

THOMAS
BINAY

NEW

Ilk

NEXT SATURDAY. MARCH 3

Shows at 2.00. 7.00, 9.00
TllES.-WED., FEB. 27-28
M. G. M.'s Top Musical Comedy
in Technicolor

1.30 P. M.

“SUMMER STOCK”

GRAND OPENING

M

Effective March I
Admission Policy
Weekday Matinees
Children 12e; Adults 36c
Evenings and Sundays
Children 20c; Adults 55c
(Tax Included)

With

Burt Lancaster. Robert Walker

Thomaston Nat'l Bank Building

-■j

<

•r

>

COME IN FOR

Largest Selling Package
Laundry Soap in the World!

X *

BATH SIZE
For All Over Lux Loveliness!
Hollywood’s Own Beauty Soap!

SOAP

9 out of 10 Screen stars
use Lux!

SILVER
DUST
LIFEBUOY

GIANT SIZE
Big Cannon Dish Towel in every giant
size oox!
LARGE SIZE
Now, Pastel Cannon Face Cloth in
every box!

¥
•-r

Safe even for baby's tender skin!
Wonderful for complexions!

Gets skin cleaner...
stops B.O." when used daily

LUX Flakes

Anything safe in water is safe ia

Keeps colors lovely up to
3 times as long!

SURF

gets your wash so clean you need
never rinse again!

Floats dirt away... gets wash
so clean you needn't rinse again
,M. X. X X X.

7s

4C

«k

New No Rinse SURF

Why rinse?

M. M

X
i

i

WHITES MARKET.

Warren, Me.

PRIEST'S MARKET,

FORSS RED & W HITE,

Warren, Me.

GEORGE WARREN’S MARKET,
162 New County Road, Rockland ,Me.

THOMASTON RED & WHITE,

Thomaston, Me.

LIMKEN’S MARKET,

Thomaston, Me.

WOODCOt K'S I G. A. MARKET,

Thomaston, Me.
Rockport. Me.

INGRAHAM’S MARKET,

117 Park St, Rockland, Me.

GEENDENNING’S MARKET,
248 Main St., Rockland, Me.

STEVENS’ I. G. A. MARKET,
216 So. Main St„ Rockland, Me.

W. E. GRAV ES,

81 Camden St„ Rockland, Me.

CORNER MARKET,

BOBILL'S MARKET,

102

Dl’NCAN'S MARKET,

Broadway, Rockland Me.

MAZZEO’S MARKET, Old County Road, Rockland,

Me.

Cedar St., Rockland, Me.

Holmes St, Rockland, Me.
So. Main St, Rockland, Me.

THE MARKET BASKET,

FI LLER'S MARKET,

68 Crescent St., Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Me.

BKITTO’S M ARKET.

4 Camden St., Rockland. Me.

PERRY'S MARKETS,

JORDVN A GRANT S.

745 MAIN St., Rockland. Me.

CUNNINGHAM’S I. G. A„

Union, Me.

BOKGERSON'S MARKET,

Owl's Head. Me.

HVRBOR VIEW MARKET, 724 Main St., Rockland, .Me.

EDDIE S SELF SERVICE

610 Main St. Rockland, Me.

BALM’S MARKET,

WILLOW ST. MARKET.,

377 Main St., Rockland, Me.

POLLOCK'S MARKET,

LESSARD'S MARKET,

*

156 So. Main St., Rockland, Me.

Thomaston, Me.

so, Thomaston, Me.

Willow St., Rockland, Me.

NO. 37

1-T-tf

X-

Lux Flakes!

jv#

PEI’S SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

c

TOILET

Minimum Prize $2.50
SPECIAL GAMES

Joanne Dru. Sally Forrest

¥ ★ ★ ★

With Solium makes your wash whiter
and brighter than new!

Every Tuesday Night
Two Cents a Card.

4-

I

KALEOCH'S MARKET,

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST

<

4“'K

RINSO
LUX-

G M S LATEST TECHNICOLOR EPIC

“VENGEANCE VALLEY”

A

FREE ORDER BLANKS

-<

GAME PARTY

A A 'A'

A

>’
• STRONG ANO
SHARP. CUTS
CARDBOARD
HEAYY FABRIC,
TWINf
• NOTCHED EDGE
CUTS FOWL
MEAT FISH
• BOTTLE OPENER
• CAP REMOVER I
NUTCRACKER

Judy Garland, Gene Kelley

PRESENTING

★ W

Burdell's Dress Shop Just 20
Dresses reduced to $5.00 each May
be we have your size. Values to
25-lt
$1975.

tSfe

IN COMFORT

CAMDEN THEATRE

"k

-k

Belfast spent a few days this week «
with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Annis.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Buzzell of
Wassaic, N. Y„ are home for three
weeks' vacation.
There was a Board of Review at
the Scout room Tuesday night.
There were five troop committee
members present. They were: Rev.
Carl Small. Arnold McPheters,
Harry Compton. Cecil Annis and
Harry Connely. There are 28 Scouts
in the troop now. Some of the new
Scouts are: Sandy Graffam. Carl
Rhodes. Gary Simonton and Ken
neth Morton. Tenderfoot, first and
second class tests were given.
Mrs Herold Hall and daughter
Brenda spent Thursday in Rockland
visiting Mrs. George Hall and
family.

RVALUE

RELAX

THE

VENUTA

t

WALDOTHEflTRE

DANCE TONIGHT

•fa.

Mrs, Ranghild Tonseth has re- Sandy Graffam, son of Mr. and
turned to her home in Massachu- Mrs Maynard Graffam, Mechanic
setts after visiting her sister. Mrs. street, celebrated his 11th birthday
Frank Sheridan, at '-he home of Feb 19 He had his party Saturday,
Captain John E. Husby.
at which time Sandy and his guests
M is.- Teresa Arau is a patient at enjoyed a movie in Camden. Those
who attended the party were: Eli
the Mae Murray Nursing Home.
Clarence Tuttle has been removed Sprague, Stevie Goodridge. Gerry
from the Camden Community Hos Graffam, David Pound. Sharon
pital to the Mae Murray Nursing Graffam. Timothy Jones, Jimmy
Graffam. Sonny Wentworth, Richie
Home
Sims, Stuart and Clement. Farn
Ai ihur Melvin has relumed home
ham
After the movie they wont to
from the
Camden Community
Sandy
’
s
for refreshments.
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stinson are Mrs. Maynard Graffam is ill at
vi- iting heir daughter. Mrs. Har her home on Mechanic street.
Robert Hutchinson of Augusta
old Hardy in New Bedford, Mass.
The Good Cheer Class will meet was week-end guest of Edward
Wednesday night at the home of Ausplund, Russell avenue. Robert
Mrs. Paul Millington, Mountain and Eddie returned Sunday to their
studies at M. C. I. Pittsfield.
street.
Earl Dodge has sold his house on
The Ladies of the G.A.R will
mee at 'he- Grange Hall Friday Beach Hill and is moving with his
night A picnic supper will be served family to Connecticut.
Mrs. Doris Lovejoy fell downstairs
at 6 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Haskell left at her home on Beach Hill Thurs
Tuesday to attend the Ice Follies day night, wrenching her ankle
in Boston and to make a visit in very painfully.
A surprise birthday party was giv
New York City.
en
for Wendy Dennison at his home
Mrs. Kaler won first prize at the
Grange Whist Party. Saturday on Beauchamp road Saturday night
night; Mrs. Lois Daucette won the Those present were: Mr. and Mrs
second; and Mrs. Louise Dunbar Leslie Kaler. Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Brewer. Gilbert and Franklin Kaler.
the. consolation.
The Republican and Democratic all of Rockland; Mr and Mrs. Bu
ford Sleeper. Mr and Mrs. Clifford
Caucuses were held Saturday night.
S. Smith, Camden; Mr. and Mrs
Candidates favored at both meet
ings were John L. Tewksbury, Arthur Stone. Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
clerk; Charles F. Dwinal, Clarence Brown and Mrs Minnie Wall. Re
E. Mitchell, Rollo M. Gardner, Au freshments were served.
Miss Grace Norbeck, who has been
brey C. Young and Kendric L.
Libby, .electmen; Carlisle A. Leon visiting Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Norard Tax Collector. The Rev. Melvin beck. Union street, has gone to Au
H. Dorr, D. D., will be the mod gusta to visit relatives for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam.
erator
at ,Town Meeting
on
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards and
March 12.
Democrats nominated
Charles Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett were
L. Lowe for the vacancy on the in Boothbay Harbor Saturday visit
school board;
the Republicans ing Rev. and Mrs. Forrest Fowle.
nominated Vere B Crockett on a
Mrs LeRoy Tolman of Rockville
second balloting, the first being a visited her daughter and son-in-law
tie between him and Mrs. Helen and family. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Parker. Charles Lowe's name ap Crockett, Limerock street, for a few
peared also on the Republican bal days last week.
lot and the name of Emerson RawMrs. Veda Achorn entertained the
ley.
T Club at her home on Limerock
William Millington presided at street. Friday night. Those presthe R* publican
Caucus; John ent were; Mrs. Carl Moran, Mrs
Tewksbury at the Democratic Rhama Philbrick, Mrs. Chauncey
Caucus.
Keene. Mrs. Wesley Thurston. Mrs
A surprise birthday party was Earle MacWilliams and Mrs. Carl
held in honor of Mrs. Walter christoffersen, all of Rockland. RcRajala at the home of her brother ircshments were served by the
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs hostess.
Harry Crockett and son Harry.
| The Wesieyan Guild wiU meet !
Guests were Mr. and Mr Walter j
the Camden Wesleyan Guild
Rajala. daughter Sharon. mother | Tuesday night at the Camden
Mrs. Albert E. Crockett, Mr. and Methodist Church. At this time
Mrs. Arthur Crockett, daughter. Mrs Virginia Whitney will speak
Merlyn, .son Arthur. Mrs. A. W. , on her years in Japan.
Olin, Mr and Mrs. Metcalf. Re
The Thimble Club will meet for a
freshments were served and gifts covered dish dinner with Mrs.
presented Mrs. Rajala.
i Blanche Carver. West street, WedHarrison E. and Blanche Fuller ' nesday.
Double funeral services for Har
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett
rison E Fuller and his wile, were given a 49th wedding anni
Blanche Fuller, were held Sunday versary party at their home on
afternoon at the Gilbert C. Laite Amsbury Hill by their family
Funeral Home, the Rev. John G. P Thursday night. Those present
Sherburne officiating. Interment wer?: Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kaler,
was in Mt. Wollaston Cemetery, Mrs. Margaret Carr of Rockland,
Quincy, Mass Mr. and Mrs. Fuller Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Knight. Mrs.
died within a few hours of each Gladys Henderson. Mrs. Charlotte
other on February 22. They were Berry, and Maurice Ellingwood of
both 79 years of age.
Camden; Miss Virginia Nash, West
Mrs. Fuller was born in Ran brook: Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crock
dolph, Mass., daughter of Charles ett and son Harold, Mr. and Mrs.
and Charlotte English Thayer. She Herbert Crockett and son Charles.
was a member of the Methodist Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples and
Church and had served as Sunday daughter Dorothy, all of Rockport.
School treasurer for the past 15 Mr. and Mrs. Crockett were present
years. She was past noble grand of ed with many lovely gifts and a
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge.
beautifully decorated cake made by
Mr. Fuller was born in North Mrs. Ernest Crockett. Canasta was
Bridgewater, Mass., son of Henry played during the evening.
and Clara Wilbur Fuller. Before
Mrs. Maynard Knight has re
his retirement he was the proprie turned to her home in Camden after
tor of a radio shop in Rockland.
being a guest of her parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller are survived
by a son, Carrol T. Fuller, of East
Weymouth, Mass., a daughter, Mrs.
Gladys
Teeney of
Weymouth,
Mass., and 10 grandchildren.
WALDOBORO—TEL. IOC
Mr. Fuller is also survived by a Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
brother, Albion E. Fuller of South Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3 00
Easton, Mass., and a sister. Mrs. W.
TODAY, WED., THl'RS.
B Arenburg, of Brockton. Mass.
FEBRUARY 27-28, MARCH 1
HUMPHREY BOGART in
"THE ENFORCER’’

quiz questions on Washington and
Lincoln. Ellen Bohndell and Eve
lyn Heath gave readings. There
will be another meeting next Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simonton
and daughter Carol went to Port
land Sunday to bring their daughter
Barbara back.
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Coffin of
Brunswick were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Chesley Cripps
Mr. and Mrs William Thompson
and daughter Wilhelmina of Web
ster. Mass. Mrs A. R. Thompson and
Robert Thompson of Prentiss, Me .
visited Mr. and Mrs Herbert Alex
ander. Simonton road, this week
Herbert Alexander attended the
Wilton game Thursday night.
Frank and Sadie Alexander of
Camden spent Thursday visiting
Alice Alexander, Simonton road.
The Dietz family have moved into
the Everett Jameson house. Simon
ton’s Comer.
Mrs. Irma Smith and children of

and Mrs. Russell Staples for three Baptist vestry Wednesday night. At
this time they will make plans for
weeks
Mr and Mrs. John Storer Jean their Scout birthday supper.
The Baptist Sew-ing Circle will
Calderwood, formerly of Rockport’,
are parents of a son born Saturday meet with Mrs. Marion Cash Wed
nesday afternoon.
morning.
The Johnson Society will meet
Pfc Forrest Daucett is reported
recuoerating well from his ojteration with Miss Marion Weidman Wedi nesdav afternoon.
at Fort Meade. Md.
Barbara Ann Thomas, daughter of
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
Mr and Mrs Edward Thomas of met Friday at the Corps Hall. They
North Monmouth, celebrated her received thanks from the firemen for
seventh birthday with a party at the the flag which they had recently
home of Mr and Mrs. Edgar Bohn- ■ given them. All the members signed
dell. Camden road. Friday. Those a birthday card for Mrs Hattie 6hapresent were: Judy, Nancy, Annie lou who is now in Rhode Island.
Mae and Bobby Young. Charlie Dorothy Upham was in charge of
Crockett and Sandra Upham. Bar- ’ the refreshments. The cake decobara was recipient of many gifts. rated for Washington’s Birthday was
The children played games and en made by Mrs. Minnie Wall. The
birthdays celebrated were. Mrs.
joyed refreshments.
Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bohndell, who Thelma Stone. Mrs
attended the Ice Follies in Boston Simonton. Mrs. Lillian Simonton,
this week, were expected to arrive Mrs Effie Salisbury, and Barbara
Thomas. There was a program
home Sunday.
The Girl Scouts will meet at the President Lillian Simonton asked
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Tuesday-Tfiufsttey-SalUW

Master Emilio Santos returned
Mrs. Oliver Peck and son Malto Jamacia
Plain. Mass., yesterday colm. who werecalled here 10 days
after spending his school vacation ago by the illness and death of her
with Miss
Helen Fuller, Talbot brother-in-law, Edwin F. Post,
avenue.
have returned to their home in
-----Rockwell, Conn
The Mother’s Club of Ingraham
____
Hill will meet at the schoolhouse
The Woman’s Association of the
Wednesday night at 7.30. All moth- First Baptist Chuach meets Weders are welcome.
ne'day afternoon at 2.30 in the
-----vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney MurphyThe Rockland Junior Women’s
left Saturday by automobile ior a
month's vacation at West Palm Club will meet tonight at the Bok
Beach, Florida.
Home for nurses. Work will be
continued on their sewing project
Mr. and Mrs. James Moulaison for the Knox Hospital.
. were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. David L. McCarty, who has
* Mrs. Wilbur Hardy, Jr., in Hav
been a patient at the Joseph H
erhill, Mass.
Pratt Diagnostic Hospital, Boston
Mrs. Bernard Oakes of Crescent for several weeks, returned Sunady
Beach was honored at a surprise to her home on Broadway.
stork shower Friday night at the
Richard Sparrow and Paul Dehome of Mrs. Eugene Lamb, with
Mrs. Barbara Perkins, Mrs. Mary haney of Needham, Mass , were
Fales, Mrs. Lucille Curtis, Mrs. week-end guests of Mr. Sparrow’s
Alma Walker, Mrs. Sara Clough grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. 8.
and Mrs. Irene Chase as hostesses. Tripp at the Highlands.
—
Mrs. Oakes was presented a baby's
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Jr., and
bath tub filled with dainty gifts. daughter Caroline returned home
Games were played with prizes be Sunday from Massachusetts where
ing won b.v Mrs. Virginia Barton, they visited for several days, Mrs.
Mrs. Rose St. Clair and Mrs. Myra Senter as the guest of Lt. and Mrs
Bradbury. A handsome pink china A. S. Lee in Needham and Miss
vase made to represent g baby's Caroline with Miss Sylvia Brown
bottle lying on its side and filled in West Newton.
with Spring flowers was used as
Mrs. William Manns has returned
the centerpiece on the refreshment
table and was flanked by tall white to her home in Haddonfield, N. ,1.,
tapers in silver candlesticks. Guests after being called here by the
were Mrs. Grace Glover, Miss death of her brother, Edwin F. Post.
Gladys Staples,
Mrs. Virginia While here she visited her mother
Barton, Mrs. Jane Harlow and Mrs. Mrs. May Post and sister Mrs
Bernice Havener of Rockland, Mrs. Sidney Sprague, Crescent street.
Myra Bradbury, Mrs. Rose St. Clair
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wright re
and Mrs Marguerite Knowlton,
turned to Concord. N. H., yester
Owls Head, Mrs. Kathleen Stone
day after being called here by the
and Mrs. Annabelle Stone of Ash
death of Mrs. Wright’s father, Ed
Point. Sending gofts but unable to win F Post.
attend were Mrs. Elizabeth Walker,
Mrs. Alice Woodman and Mrs. Flo
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dorman
rence Havener. Owls Head and Mrs. who have been visiting their sonPauline Bartlett, Rockland.
in-law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Murphy in East Hartford,
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top Conn., and her brother-in-law and
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son. sister. Rev. and Mrs. Guy L. Van1-tf nah in Melrose, Mass., have re
turned home.

Mrs. Norma Dorman and daugh
ters Janice and Peggy are spending
the week at Guilford, guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mason Pres
cott.

nt m comforting

V

VAPORUS

Burdell’s Dress Shop. Just 2o
Dresses reduced to $5.00 each. May
be we have your size. Values to
$19.75.
25-lt

SENTER,CRANES
Official Girl Scout Agency

new sfftson

Floral Printed

’-Piece

$10.95
Sizes 9-15

Paul Alden, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Alden, Tea street, celebrated '
his seventh birthday Friday with
a party at his home. Prizes in the '
peanut hunt were won by John
Dailey and Mary Teel and the donley game by John Dailey and Lin
da Fifield. Refreshments included
two handsome birthday cakes made
by his grandmother. Mrs. Annie
Alden. Lalloons and baskets of
candy were given each guest as
favors. Paul received many nice
gifts from the guests who were
John Dailey. Patricia Hughes. Clif
ford Labonte, Wayne Fifield, Linda j
Fifield. Dwight Fifield, Ernest Har- I
rington, Barbara Pease and MaryTeel.

CROWLEY-FOSTER WEDDING

A most successful card party for
the benefit of the Knox County '
Heart Drive was held Friday night J
at the Hotel Rockland. Both din- i
ing rooms were filled to capacity ]
with players. The door prize, an'
aluminum waterless cooker, do- j
nated by H. H. Crie, Co., was award- j
ed Mrs. Clayton Bitler and hand- I
some cake made and donated by I
Mrs. Russell Bartlett was award- :
ed to Miss Helen LaCrosse. There .
was a prize for each table with
these winners: Mrs, Charles Duff,
Mrs. Clinton Robinson, Mrs. Alan
Bird, Mrs. Lendon Jackson, Jr„
Mrs. Edwin Potter, Mrs. Lsidor
Gordon, Mr. Aime Beaudoin, Mrs.
j John Hartson, Lt. Com. Jasper
Akers, Mrs. Stuart Burgess, Mrs.
Raymond Moulaison.
Mrs. RoyJoyce. Mrs. Elmer Hart, Mrs. Law
rence Epstein, Mrs. James Moore,
Mrs. Arthur Schofield, Mrs. James
Brazier, Mrs. William Bodman.
Mrs. Clayton Bitler, Mrs. Perry
Rich, Mrs. Donald Perry, Mrs.
William Butler, Mrs. Sherwood Up
ham, Miss Helen LaCrosse, Mrs.
Frederick Jagels, Miss Anne Blackington and Mrs. Earle Perry. Miss
Dorothy Lawry, head of the Wom
en's Division of the Heart Drive,
was general chairman assisted by
Mrs. Rex Garrett, Mrs, Edward
Ladd, Mrs. Abraham Small, Mrs.
Fred Snow, Mrs. Sidney Segal, Mrs.
Edwin Scarlott,
Mrs. Gilmore
Soule. Mrs. Sam Savitt, Mrs. Ken
neth Wiggin. Mrs. Harry- Collins,
Miss M. Lucille Nason, Mrs. Ray
: mond Fogarty and Mrs. Raymond
Jordan.

—KCGH

The Junior Women's Club will
meet at the Bok Nurses’ Home. 8
p. m. following the busines- ses
sion, the group will sew on articles
for the hospital.
—KCGH—

Mrs. Ralph Choate and Mrs H
R. Mullen, Rockland made a novel
scrap book out of Christmas cards
It is a work of art, and took a great
deal of time, to fit all cut outs or.
the pages, with appropriate back
ground.
—KCGH—

Miss Priscilla A Foster, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs Mervyn Fos
ter, Maple.street, Rockport and Sgt.
Leslie E. Crowley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Milford Crowl y. Corea, Me.,
were united in marriage in a beau
tiful candlelight service at the
Baptist Church at 2.30 Sunday af
ternoon. Rev Carl W. Small per
formed the double ring ceremony.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father.
The bride's gown was full length
white satin with chantilly lace. Her
veil, cascading from a cap decorat.
ed with lilies of the valley, was of
Fiench melisse and white satm.
She wore white mitts and carried
a bouquet of white gladioli and

Mrs. Austin Nelsen entertained
Thursday night at her lio.r.e on
Granite street with a family part-j
in honor of the birthdays of Jo
seph Gath of Alford Lake and Mrs.
lames Cousens. Retreshments were
served from an attractive table
dainty in pastels The group includ
ed: Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gath, and
Miss Beatrice Alderman, Alford
Lake, Mr. and Mrs. James Cousens
and son Blaine. Gerald Cousens
Mr. and Mrs Bernard Nelson and
daughter Sheryl, Austin Nelson and
Shirley and Joseph Nelson.

Mrs. John Munsey was honored
with a shower Thursday night at
'he home of her parents, Mr. and
Mis. Henry Stiles, Camden Road,
i given by her sister. Miss Henriella
Stiles and Miss Lena Hawksworth
of Camden. Mrs. Munsey received
many dainty gifts presented to her
in a beautiful bassinet decorated
in pink and blue by her grand
mother, Mrs. Grace Lewis. A large
stork was used as a centerpiece on
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young and
the
refreshment table. Guests Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wood and
were: Miss Celia Alexander and children Patty and Kendall all cf
Mrs. Rita Hare of Camden, Mrs. North Brooksville, were guests
Margaret Gardner, Warren, Mrs. Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. Carl Young
Nana Wentworth, Mrs. Blanche visiting at the heme of Mr. and
Wentworth, Mrs.
Nina Carroll, Mrs. Raymond Smith, T street. Mr.
Mrs. Marion Richards, Mrs. Eleanor Young was home from Boston for
Jones. Mrs Joan Lawton and Mrs. the week-end.
Florence Stiles. Rockport, Mrs. Ed
Mrs. Theodore Allard of Spruce
na French. Mrs. Virginia Gaines,
Mrs. Elsie Munsey, Mrs. Grace Head was honored at a surprise
Lewis, Miss Brenda Lewis, Miss stork shower Friday night given by
Marie Lewis, Mrs. Carolyn Pendle Mrs. Donald Russell at the home
ton, Mrs. Bena Andrews, Mrs. Grace of her mother, Mrs. Raymond
McAuliffe and Mrs. Gail Perry of Duff, Masonic street. Mrs. Allard
Rockland. Invited but unable to received many dainty gilts. Deli
attend were: Mrs. Leola Oxton, cious refreshments were served in
Mrs. Margaret Andrews, Mrs. cluding two handsome cakes, one
Mary Andrews and Miss Mary Fog made by Mis. Arthur Lind, with a
ler, West Rockport, Mrs. Edith St. doll as a centerpiece and the other
Clair, Thomaston,
Mrs. Nancy decorated in pink and blue and
Compton. Mrs. Dorothy Bradford, made by Mrs. Edward Greenleaf,
Mrs. Addie Wentworth, Rockport, ' Jr. Invited guests were: Mrs. Law
Mrs. Anne Wentworth, Camden, rence Blood, Mrs. Arthur Lind, Miss
Mrs .Lillian Lewis, Mrs. Margaret Eleanor
Weed, Mrs.
Edward
Libby and Miss Elizabeth Sawyer, Greenleaf, Jr.. Miss Sylvia Adams,
Rockland.
Mrs. Donald Slocomb. Miss Paul
ine Stevens, Mrs. Ralph Clark, Jr.,
Miss Ann Tootill, Mrs. John Duff,
Mrs. R. Morton Estes, Mrs. Charles
Huntley, Mrs. Harry Allard, Miss
Deanna Allard, Mrs. Lucinda Huntley, Mrs. Sandra Heal, Mrs. Jason
Thurston. Mrs. Ervin Wooster, Miss
Elizabeth Sawyer, Miss Mary Agnes
Brown and Mrs Raymond Duff of
Rockland, Mrs. Donald Morang and
Mrs. Albert Havener. Owl Head.
Mrs. George Huntley and Mrs.
Frank Sawyer Camden and Mrs
Frank Tibbetts, Waldoboro.

SPRING DRESSES

OTHERS

$8.95
NEW DRESSES
In Sizes 3 to 12
DAN RIVER PLAIDS
DOTTED SWISS
PASTELS

Gav as laughter . . . our fresh
new-season dresses. Tube-slim

Crepe and Faille

silhouettes . . . mood-changing

convertible styles. Smart solids

and gay prints.

Value priced.

Sizes 1(1 to 2(1

$2.98. $3.95. $4.95

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP
9 I.IMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND

Frances Willard Day

The RN Club will meet in the
Bok Nurses Home, ton; ht at 8
Annual electi n of officer,', ar.d a
business m eting will pre e de the
card party. In the absence ol
Mis Rachel Kenrick. the secre
tary, Mrs. Margaret Gustoske, will
preside. The nominating commit
tee will present a slate of officers
for 1951.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Colbeth, I
Jr., and daughter Jean, of Liver-1
more Falls, spent the week-end j
with Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sherman, j
Mrs. Sherman is visiting the Col- :
beths this week.

The Mcthibesic Club had an at
tendance of 24 at its meeting Fri
day. A display of articles from
France arranged by Mrs. Laura
Maxey and Mrs. Ceetta Whitmore
was on exhibit. A paper 'Reign oi
French Kings and Their Ladies,
Louis XII Francis II was read by
Miss Edith Bicknell. A paper pre
pared by Mrs. Alice Jameson, -Mi
chael
Angelo, Italian
Painter.
Sculptor and Poet" was read by
Miss Annie Frost. Mrs. Emma
Bradstreet read a paper on "Cath
erine de Medici, Her Three Son--,
and Henry IV." Mrs. Angelica
Glover told of her visit to Rome
and of attending a High Pontifical
Mass in tlie Vatican.

Subscribe to The Courlu-Guette

sented the following slate of offi
cers: Mrs. Dorothy T. Folta. presi
dent; Francis Winchenbach, vice
president; Mrs. Gladys Jones, sec Local Branch Of W. C. T. U.
retary. and Merrill Tolman, proObserves Anniversary In
zram chai, min for 1951. March
Fitting Manner
meeting will be eliminated due to
Frances Willard Day was ob
the New England Hospital Assem
bly nr (ting in Boston. The next served by the W.C.T.U. Friday at
m-eting will be held in Rockland '.he home of Mr W.lliam Brawn,
in April, date and plae to be an w.th a spec.al program
nounced
Worship Service was conducted
—KCGH Ha tie Biltmore on the
Miss Phyllis DeLong. student bj Mr
technician, under the Bingham ’heme. The Open Door of Ser
Association Program completed her vice." A skit, Forward Steps," de
two months' training period, at picting a • ene in the life of
Kncx Hospital. Feb 25. and goe France' Willard was preented by
heme for a visit in Woodstock, Mrs Marion Lindsey. The parte
N B. till March 1. Miss DeLong were taken by Mrs Thomas Sherer
will report to Eastern Maine Gen a- France Willard." Mrs. Nellie
eral Ho pital, Bangor to comple’e Magune as "Anna Gordon.” Mrs.
a four months course in practi Helen Gregory as Mrs. Buell," Mrs.
Anna Brazier as "Mrs. Woodcal work in the Laboratory.
jridge," Mrs. Lindsey as ’Mrs.
-KCGH—
Miss Gertrude M. Carmody, 29 CUrse." Miss Charlotte Cook, as
Gay street. Rocklanc. joined the Mary Hunt," and Mrs. Margaret
staff of employes in the house Robbins as "Lucia Kimbal.’’ The
keeping department, relieving for , women were costumed in 'he per
Mrs. Mildred Gray.
iod of 1880’s.
KCGH
It wo announced hat Miss FloMrs. Rachel Kenrick, R. N.. wa
er.ee Dunton had made her moth
discharged Sunday, from the hos er. Mr Jeannette Dunton. a mempital, and will make her home fo. jrial member on he roster of the
a short time with Mrs. Camilla State W.C.T.U.. by paying $10 into
Donlan, R. N. at Ulmer street. the Crusad< Fund A vote of apRockland,
while
recuperating. precia'ion for this recognition ser
Later planning a visit in Connecti vice wa taken, and notice of the
cut with her sister. at New Britain. -ame ent to Miss Dunton, also
—KOGH—
Mrs. Olive Nelson for a similar
Admissions: Mrs. Irene Chase. service.
Rockland; Mrs. Alice Robbins, Ap
Mr
eannetle Dunton was for
plet'll; Master John Koster. Rock
many years a faithful worker in
land: Mrs. Harr.et Barbour, Rock
he W.C.T.U. She was the county
land j Thomas Maker. Rockland;
director of the department of Tem(amts Hart, Tenant's Harbor; Mr
e.ance ..nd Mi -ions She attendRachel Long, Rockland: Mrs Rita j
d many of the State. National
Brogan, Rockland; Ernest Rawley, I
nd World Conventions and held
Tenant’s Harbor; Mrs. Hattie
Life Membership in the World’s
F. rmer, Cam en;
Mrs. Marion
W.C.T.U.
Connon. Rockland: Roger Creamer.
Mis Emery reminded members
Thoma.ton: Master Gregory Polo’ the need to wri’e members of
: key. Glen Cove.
'lie Ma.ne Legilature regarding
-KCGH—
Discharges: Mrs. Rachel Kenrick, tlie wet and dry bills coming up
Mrs. Winnifred Percy and daugh tor passing. Also to write their
Congressmen in
ter, Mrs. Pauline Cook and son, Senators and
Washington,
asking
them to work
Mrs. Eleanor Gushee and son, Mrs
Christine Buzzell and daughter, for an Amendment to take Alcohol
ic beverages out of the armed
Mrs. Joan Jones and son.
forces.

Mis- Bertha Bryant of Union
brought a generous supply of old
Photo by Ehaw linen sheeting for hospital u e
white carnations.
Worn sheets are in d<inand at all
White gladioli and fir decorated times at the hospital for wrappers,
the church The pews were marked which wear out so quickly.
—KCGHwith white satin ribbon tied with
The regional meeting at Bruns
pine ccnes. Mrs. Francis Dyer oi
Owl's Head decorated the Church wick, Feb. 20, found 20 members
Tti maid-of-honor, Elaine Fostei present for the buffet supper, at
of West Rockport, sister-in-law ol Harriet Beecher Stowe House. Dr
(he bride, was gowned in green Clark Miller, radiologist, at Cen
sa in witii underskirt of melisse tral Maine General Hospital gave ;
and carried a bouquet of pink roses very interesting talk using slides,
Miss Alice Welch of R adfield, on Atomic Warfare, and the treat
Maine, bridesmaid, was gowned in ment of patients. Mis.- Elizabeth
yellow taffeta and carried yellow Aziz, medical records librarian at
New England Center Hospital, Bos
roses,
ROCKPORT
Edgar Fester of We-t Rockport, ton, discussed the qualifications o:
Mrs.
Everett
E. Pitts has returned
brother of the bride, was best man the personnel in the record room: from New Orleans, La., where she
American
College
of
Surgeon's
re

and John Reubeck, Jr., of Boston,
was the guest for a month of Miss
Mass., and George Crockett of quirements in the point system; Edith Aiken. She made the trip
value of records; and registration
The nominating committee pre- both ways by plane from Portland.
Mrs. Alice E. Gray of Orrington.
Mrs. Pitts is at the Copper-Kettle
is the guest of her parents, Mr.
Rockland, for a month.
Camden were ushers .
and Mrs. James W. Emery for a
Rudy Butterfield of Augusta was
fortnight.
THOMASTON
he soloist singing I Love You
Mrs. Wilson B. Carter is at her
Truly,"
and
"Oh,
Promise
Me."
M: . Frank B. French returned
home, 7 Cross street, while her
last night from Norwalk, Calif., Mrs. Charles Lane of Rockport was husband, Chief Carter is under
the
organist.
where she has been visiting her
Approximately 50 guests attended , going treatment at the Marine
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
the
reception which w-as held at 1 Hospital, Portland.
Mrs Seymour Cameron and fam
ily. She made the trip from Cali the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar !
Foster. West Rockport. Miss Marion
fornia to Boston by plane.
Shaw of Scarborough finished cut
Mrs. John B. Moulaison is con ting the cake. Mrs. Charles Stone
fined to her home at 77 Broadway Jr., of Ash Point and Mis- Izabelle
Shaw of Scarborough served Mrs.
by Illness.
Ellery Nelson of Owl's Head was
Ann and Michael Savitt spent in charge of the guest book anu
eve: a! days last week with their Miss Eleanor Bean ol Augusta was i
ami . Mrs. Phil Koritzky in Ban in charge of the gift table The
cs
liity were accompanied home three tiered cake trimmed with I
on Friday by Mrs. Koritzky who orange blossoms and mounted with i
spent tlie wc. k-end with her sister a bride and groom was made by the
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. groom’s mother. The bride’s moth
Sam Savit..
er wore a street length dress of
navy blue crepe with navy acces
Mrs. John Lie.hen and daughters sories and a corsage of pink car
Janice and Johnna, accompanied nations. The bridegroom's mother
by Arthur Perry motored to Mey- wore a navy blue suit with navy
erstown. las Thursday where the accessories and a corsage of pink
Blethen's are to make their future carnations.
home. Mr. Blethen has a position
Following the
reception Sgt.
as chemist with the Whitmoyer Crowley and his bride left for a
Laboratories. Arthur Perry returned short wedding trip in Maine. Mrs.
ncme Sunday.
Crowley traveled in a navy blue
Mrs. Everett E. Pitts has returned bolero dress with navy accessories
from New Orleans, La, where she and a coat of northern back musk
was the guest for a month of Miss rat. Her corsage was of white glad
Edith Aiken, she made the trip ioli and carnations. They will make
both ways by plane from Portland. their home in Clarksville, Tennesee.
Mis Pitts is staying at the CopperMrs. Crowley is a graduate of j
Kettle for a month.
Rockport High School in the class
Mi-, and Mrs. Arthur Marsh had of '47 and has been employed as
as week-end guests Mrs. Marsh's assistant librarian at the Maine
brother, Oscar Thornton and their State Library in Augusta.
grandson David Marsh of Bath.
Mr. Crowley is a graduate of Win
Mr. Thornton returned home Sun ter Harbor High School in the
day. David remaining for the week class of '47 and is a Sgt. in the 11th
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Marsh and son Airborne Division. He is stationed
Scot will spend the coming week at Camp Campbell, Ky.
end with his parents and David
will return home with them on j
Sunday.

U’ORT CLYDE
Carroll Hallowell is Relief Keep
er at Marsh .11 Point Light while
Wilson B. Carter is undergoing
treatment at the Marine Hospital.
Portland.

GE SPEED COOKING”
with push buttons

MATCH YOUR
PARTY DRESS

SPEEDSTER
RANGE
Of course, ft's •loctrkl

JUST ARRIVED

You'd never expect such a low price on such a
whopping big electric range value!

R. C. A. Victor and Zenith
3-Way Speed Phonograph
Combinations

It's dependably General Electric —
packed with wonderful G-E features!
• PUSH-BUTTON CONTROISI
• AUTOMATIC OVEN TIMER!
• HUGE TRIPl-OVENI
• HI-SPEED CAIROD* HEATING UNITII
• BIG THRIFT COOKERI
• FOURTH RAISABIE UNITI

RECORDS
Largest Stork of Records to
Choose Erom In This Area

W. D. HEALD
“Next Tbe Village Green"

DIAL 4M,

CAMDEN, ME.
25-27

Milh j New Hair Style. Our ex
perts lend you a touch of beauty
in a matter of minutes. Call us
today for an appointment.

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oldis Knight. Prop.
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 142

and

Come in Today And See This Beautiful Ran
CENTRAL \wAINE

Roclebnd CduKe^-6a?efft, Tuesday, February 27, l$?f

' hge PtjRT

IN HURR1CANEJ_HEYDAY

MATINICUS
Miss Ada Anthony of Vinalhaven
has been guest of Frank Thompson
tor several days.
Larry Corrao was a recent busi
ness caller in Rockland.
“Dickie" Ames of Rockland has
been spending his vacation with
his grandmother, Mrs. Horace
Young.
Charles Coolbroth Is spending
several days at his home in Ten
ant's Harbor
The teacher, Mr. OReilley, was
in Waterville a few days during
his vacation.
Mr. Steele Is drilling a well for
Marian and Clayton Young.
Ralph Philbrook who has been
confined to the house all Winter
with arthritis is able to be out
and has been in Rockland for se
veral days on business.
Mr and Mrs. Emery Philbrook
were in Rockland Monday and
Tuesday.
Alton Ames was a recent Rock
land caller.
Mr and Mrs. Gilbert Ames arc
parents of a son born recently in
Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Crosby Ames is in Rockland
for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Garey were
in Rockland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrcn Ames re
turned Tuesday from a visit with
relatives on the mainland.
Miss Elizabeth Mackie of St.
George is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Edwin Ames.
Mrs. Grace Philbrook and chil
dren Patricia, Verna and WilmaJean are guests of Mrs. Philbrook’s
mother, Mrs. M E. Wilbur in
Portland for a few days.
Keith Ames was a recent Rock
land caller.
Bernard Raynes of Owl's Head is
guest of his grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton Raynes, during his va
cation.
Mrs Kenneth Ives and children
Bruce and Steven. Reading, Mass.,
have been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Ames.

Some Recollections Of Gen. Davis Tillson’s
Famous Granite Island
(By Sidney L. Winslow)

for
finest buildings.

From this granite wail tame the stone

1 lircc-nvister

some of the country’s

loading at the Hurricane wharf.
FOREWORD

Nearly all the lolloping items pertaining to ttie history of Hurricane
have been procured only alter a considerable amount of research in
every available quarter
It must not be thought that I have written the following because of
an\ great amount of personal knowledge pertaining to the place, for I
haven't and what little I have of :.s history has been extremely difficult
to procure. However it has always seemed to me that someone should
take over the d y, preferably one of the island's former inhabitants
who might be able to lend it the pioper atmosphere.
The town's former citizens from whom I have tried to obtain ma
terial have been able to supply me with but little information that would
The female seahorse deposits its be of especial interest, so the greater par. of it has been built from the
eggs in a small pouch on the body files of The Courier-Gazette and the late lamented Vinalhaven news
papers. The Wind il884), Messenger <1885, and Echo il888u
of the male.
I would be very much pleased, however, to receive items pertaining to
history which could be added to that winch I have already gathered and
that might perhaps result in the development of a more comprehensive
view of Hurricane life, for there surely must be many more interesting
and amusing happenings that have never been recorded Clean, witty,
and interesting folk lore is always acceptable.
I wish to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to Mrs. Mamie
Davis of Orland. Maine for th" loan of the many line photographs; to
Mrs Minnie Chilles for photographs and information, Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Landers and William Benner for the same.
Sidney L. Winslow.

’w,

Hurricane is the largest in the
group of small islands situated
about 12 miles off the Maine coast
near Vinalhaven, and known as the
White Islands
Many years ago
these islands were barren of all
vegetation being but the outcrop
pings of submarine granite hills of
such light grey color that they have
long been referred to as the White
Islands. Nearly all of them are
heavily wooded with spruce and fir

im

and today they are “white islands”
in name only.
It has been said that Hurricane
derived its name from an old
legend. It seems that many years
ago. two sea captains were In the
habi’ of getting their supply of
fresh water from this island The
story goes that one of the men's
name was Cane, and as they
climbed up the rocks to the spring,
one would say to the other,

' Hurry, Cane." All of which may , est incorporated town, in area, in the cane Isle Granite Co.
The business had prospered from
be true but It is not altogether un-| world. It was about one mile long
likely that It got Its name because and slightly over half a mile wide the start in the 137O's and stone was
of its location and utter lack of
The big hill which but a few being cut there for many famous
protection from the vagaries of weeks before was covered by a heavy structures such as the New York
wind and storm from every’ quarter growth of spruce and fir, was now al Custom House. Boston Courthouse,
Cincinnati Postofficc and many
One of Vlnalhaven's old time most barren of trees, the thin soil
other
important and notable projects
settlers, the late Hiram Abbott, is having been removed, thus expos
of that era, and all through their
quoted as saying that he at one ing large stretches of the light gray
respective careers the Booth Bros,
time could have bought Hurricane stone which in the distance re
and Hurricane Isle Granite Company
for 75 cents. He wanted to use the sembled patches of snow. The vir
and the Bodwell Granite Company s
island as a pasture for his sheep, i gin forests of heavier timber which
stone works at Vinalhaven were
but in looking it over found it cov had heretofore bordered the lower
generally
engaged in supplying both
ered with such a tangle of thorned and more level areas, soon disap
bushes that he gave up the idea peared and were speedily converted rough and cut stone for the same
buildings, bridges, libraries, monu
and bought another island several into the bright new lumber to be
ments and mausoleums then being
miles farther southward which to used in constructing the various
constructed
in many parts of the
day' is known as the Wooden Ball buildings pertaining to the granite
All this happened many years industry and also the dwelling houses country, for granite was then in its
ago and long before anybody ever and outbuildings of the ever increas heydey of popularity.
The greater part of the stone
dreamed that the little Island of ing populace.
used in building the Rockland
Hurricane would ever become one
During the town’s early years,
of our country's important granite oxen were largely used for transport Breakwater was supplied by the
Booth Bros, and Hurricane Isle
producing centers.
ing rough and cut stofie to and from
As to who the original proprietor the quarries and cutting yards, but, Granite Co. whose little stone-sloop
of Hurricane was, nobody seems to in the middle 1880's a home-made “Island Belle" iCapt Freeman Hill)
know, but a man by the name of traveling crane, constructed from was kept very busy for several years
James Brown, one of the Fox heavy oak timber, was also used for in transporting loads and loads of
granite from Hurricane Island to
Islands’ early inhabitants once this purpose.
Rockland Harbor.
owned it and there he made his
Thomas F. Landers, one of Hurri
(To be continued)
home. He was the father of two cane's outstanding and best loved
daughters. One day Mr Brown and citizens of all time, was made su
SOUTH HOPE
his wife went to Vinalhaven, a dis perintendent of the cutting yards
Mrs. Chloe Mills returned Sun
tance of three miles, to procure some and quarries. In later years he was
much needed household supplies, succeeded by his son, John T. Lan day from a visit with her daugh
leaving his two daughters, the eldest ders, who held the position until the ter. Mrs. Arthur Sprowl, at Appleof whom was in her 15th year, in time of his death.
ton.
charge of the household.
Harvey Mooers and Ernest- ParThe late J. Herbert Sanborn of
Long before nightfall a heavy
Vinalhaven was foreman of the cut doe of Washington were recent
storm arose that prevented Mr. and
ting yards at Hurricane during the callers at Ralph Robbins’.
Mrs Brown from returning home
Mr and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor
early years of the granite industry
that day. and the two little girls,
and was later succeeded by Richard called on Miss Hattie Boggs at
whose names were Lydia and Ma
Rowland who held the position for Union Monday.
tilda. were thus compelled to remain
many years.
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Luce and
alone, the sole inhabitants of the
family of North Union visited Mr.
island, until well into the next day. j After Garrett Coughlin's retire
and Mrs, Frank Willis Sunday.
In after years the two girls be ment John Reed was given charge of
Miss Alice Luce remained to spend
came the wives of John R Merri- all the Hurricane quarries, a posi
the week with her sister, Mrs.
tion
he
held
during
the
island's
most
thew and James Bunker, respec
Willis.
prosperous
era
In
the
latter
part
tively.
The Red Cross met Tuesday with
Mrs. Merrithew and Mrs. Bunker of Hurricane’s career John Shields
was
given
charge
of
the
Valley
Mrs
Dorothy Childs.
often repeated the story of their
Mrs. Esther McFarland and son,
lonely vigil of that long night, which Quarry, so called, and Henry Swears
Roscoe of Camden visited her par
happened many years before the the others.
In its early years the enterprise ents, Mr. and Mrs. R E. Robbins,
little island sprang into prominence
as an outstanding Maine coastal vil was known as the Hurricane Granite Tuesday.
Company, but through the infiltra
Mrs. Laura Hastings, who has
lage.
The above episode took place in tion of the Booth Brothers, granite visited her brother and slster-incontractors of New York, the firm bw. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris,
the year 1844.
Mr Brown sold the island to Jo was thereafter known by the name in Bishop, Calif., is on her way
seph Ginn who. in spite of its of the Booth Brothers and Hurri home.
brambles and other thorned shrubs
used the place as a pasture for his!
sheep At his death the property fell
to his daughter Deborah who later
sold it to Gen Davis Tilson.
The quarries on Hurricane were
first started by Gen Tilson. Garrett
Coughlin and Patrick McNamara in
the year 1870.
Almost over night and from the
beginning of the granite industry,
the little village grew up like magic. I
Laborers and skilled craftsmen con- j
tinued to arrive until the population j
is said to have reached the 1500 '
mark This was during that golden 1
era of the coastal granite industry |
which has ever been referred to as
“government times."
Hurricane officially became a town
in 1871 and was said to be the small

To&atyffitJrsaay-sitartM
THOMPSON’S TAKE-OFF ON TEXAS
Rockland Boy Writes An Illuminating Letter
Concerning the Lone Star State
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The eyes of Texas are upon you,
'cause here I am deep in the heart
of it, thinking of you, and wishing
you were here with me to see the
sights. According to the Texans,
this is the biggest, richest, healthi
est, prettiest, and bestest hunk of
land on this earth.
But it Is also the wildest, wooliest,
coldest, driest, hottest, wettest and
bragginest Stae in the Union.
Speak softly, podnah. when you
mention Union and reverently
when you mention the Alamo,
’cause Texans arc for Texas only.
Texas is the one and only to join
the Union by Treaty; other special
privileges are to own its own Army
and Navy.
Boy! Did you ever see a Texas
Ranger? They all look like a oneman army. Down here some 60
counties are bigger than Rhode
Island, and some of the ranches
are larger than Delaware.
An inland city decided to change
its features, and has found itself
the third largest exporting seaport
in the world. The Capitol has
been moved thirteen times; two of
its cities are further apart than
Chicago and New York. Parties
have been known to start out on a
tour of the State, and not come
back for five years.
Right here in little ole Texas is
the oil capitol of the world. If all
the oil wells in Texas were opened
to capacity, in one day they would
produce more gas and oil than
could be consumed in a month.
Derricks are built so high they
have to be hinged in the middle,
so they can be folded at nite to
keep them out of the way of the
stars. Millionaires come a dime a
dozen; ranchers and cowboys dust
off their boots in the plush lobbies
of million-dollar hotels.
Texans brag they are getting

big and bigger in all directions—
high, wide, and handsome, and not,
a stuffed-shirt amongst them. The '
women—Texas has the most beau
tiful gals in the world, with the
latest in Texas creations. Down
here, men are men, and the wom
en are glad of it.
Just feast your eyes on the fields
of Bluebonnets. Texas Roses, desert
orchids, Pink Grape Fruit and Red
Sunsets. Every nite dine on Texas
steaks and sea-food, then go to
bed under a blanket of Texas stare ,
and dream of Texas beauties. If
you don't like it when you first
arrive in Texas, just move over a
ways. If you don't like the weather*
just wait a few minutes—It’ll
change.
Yep, it’s here—just like you like
it. You own Heaven and Earth,
and a little bit of Texas. Texans
have everything — including me.
as ‘Tex’’ from here on out.
Bye, for now.

Gordon Thompson,
Read The Courier-Gazette

PAWTUCKET MUTUAL FIRE

INSURANCE COMPANY
25 MAple St., Pawtucket. R. L
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1950
Real Estate,
$14769227

Mortgage Loans.
25,07750
Stocks and Bonds,
4,389595.23
Cash in Office and Bank. 68S.727.S3
Agents’ Balances.
305.778.11
Interest and Rents,
2298196
All Other Assets,
8331.06
Gross Assets,
$5589,18369
Deduct items not admitted, 502.39
Admitted.
$5 588683 30
UABIUTIES. DEC. 31. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses,
$311283.76
Unearned Premiums,
2,571647.62
All Other Liabilities.
441,64096
Surplus over all Liabili
ties,
2.264,109.06
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus,
$5,588,68130
Maurice F. Lovejoy, Agent
22T28
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You CAN Get a

Loanat^ueiu/
$1000
AND LESS
on Signature, Furniture, Car
Need extra cash to get a

fresh start . . . pay leftover
wills ... for medical or den

ser
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/ SUPER-R/MSE
CLOTHES R/GHT

/N SP/NN/NG
BASKET /

arc the things yon hope some
day to have in an automobile?
HAT

W

Tifc,

Is it power that rises to every challenge?

Is it the satisfied feeling of being a very
important person there at the wheel?

New

IL

Is it day-long com foil anti ample dimen
sions that make ev ery I rip a pleasure?

L\;

EASYSFINQRIER

7

WITH AUTOMATIC SPIN-RINSE

ELIMINATES SET TUBS

Well, sir, the time has come for you to
take to heart these three words of sensible
advice—“Smart Buy s Buick.”

tal expenses ... home or car
repairs... to aid relatives ...
or other good purposes?
(•par
Monthly

1 S Mos.
20 Mos.*

$31.13
24.46

ONLY ^209 95

Every Buick has Fireball power —an
exclusive combustion principle that makes
each drop of fuel do extra duty.

O

CASH YOU GET
$400
S600
$46 70
3669

#Applies to loons exempt from
Fed. Reg. W. Above payments co**'
everything! Loans of other amounts,
or for other periods, ore in propor
Hon.
P2A|

You'll find it’s “yes” promptly

to 4 out of 5 at A&iaoui/

Say goodbye to washday drudgery
with a new two-tub EASY Spindrier.
No set tubs! No wringer feeding! In
stead EASY’S two-tub washing and
rinsing action does your week’s wash

in less than one hour. One tub wastes,
while the other with the amazing
Automatic Spin-rinse, double-rinses
clothes cleaner in three minutes and
then spins them damp-dry.

Standard equipment, afegaitrirg, trim and m
Without notice.

IXTRA-VAIUE FEATURES include exclu

solution, come in—or phone

sive new built-in "Cleanflow" Water
Filter. Takes out water-pipe rust and

first for 1-trip

service. Loan
is made your

way and fast!

of a

DYNAFLOW ORIVf — saves strain on
driver and car

FIREBALL POWER -highcomptes
lion, valve in head engine gets more
good from every drop of fuel

\

PUSH-BAR FOREFRONT combines
smart style and unsurpassed protection
WHITE-GLOW INSTRUMENTS
greater clarity of night

TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE steadies
ride, improves driving control

SIE

IT IN
ACTlONJQfiATti

finger.

FINANCE CO. y
356 MAIN STREET
lackland. Ma.

Phan*: 1133
Phillip Campbell, YES MANoj*.
OPEN SATUXDAYS UNTIL NOON

f l-am

mW I* radan, *1 *11

lam

CENTRAL

POWER

Every Buick sparkles with added conven
iences, refinements, appointments that lift
these 1951 beauties far above the “utility”
level and make them a special joy to own.

'd when it comes to price—we ask you
to compare Buick with the field. Come
sec us soon. Lots of folks are comparing
and finding there’s no buy like a Buick.

'•/<< /rlirjnqn

No other car provides all this:

T&t&onof,
OF MAINE
2nd FI., (Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.)

Every Buick can be had with Dynaflow
Drive, which lends extra smoothness to
all the miles you drive and saves wear on
tires, engine and transmission for longrun economy.

ROA DM ASTER. optional at nrtri
newt on other Sor'd).

other staining impurities before wash
ing and rinsing clothes. Handy Swing
Faucets return suds for re-use, rinse,,
fill and empty washer . . . all at the
flick

Irl* urn

Every Buick has coil springs on all four
wheels — that add to your comfort and
never need service.

ifc Standard an

Don’t borrow unnecessarily,
but if a loan is the sensible

Js it the durable goodness of sound con
struction — the sturdy strength that will
outlast the years?

AINE

O

MIA H Y

4-WHtlL coil SPRINGING
cushions ride, saves servicing costs

DUAL VENTILATION - outside air
fed separately to right or left of front
compartment

SELF.ENERGIZING BRAKEShydraulic —multiply pedal-pressure
five times at broke drum

DREAMUNE STYLING tapered,
car length lenders, gleaming sweepspears on most models
Plus: Self locking luggage lid,
StepOn parking brake, two way igni
tion lock, Safety-Ride rims, Hi-Poised
engine mounting, Body by Fisher

■©WM®
■guitk-

Tune ie HENRY J JAYL^P A‘-

YOUR YEY IO GREATER VALUE

C. W. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 1000-W

712 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND

C. ff. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 470

BAY VIEW STREET

WHEN BETTE* AUTOMOBILES AXE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

(►

CAMDEN

•*

